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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Around the world, huge numbers of people are protesting vaccine mandates and passports. In mid-

September 2021, Italy became the Crst European country to announce the implementation of

mandatory COVID-19 health passes (so-called “Green Pass”) for all workers, both public and

private.

The Italian mandate took effect October 15, 2021. Under the new rules, any Italian who does not

have a Green Pass is forced into unpaid leave and risks Cnes of up to 1,500 euros (approximately

$1,750). Massive demonstrations are also taking place in The Netherlands, Switzerland,

Luxembourg, Greece, Romania, Slovenia, Australia and France.

Even in Israel, mass protests are now taking place as it was announced Israelis will lose their health

pass privileges unless they get a third booster shot six months after their second dose.

Situation in New York

disclose tv tweet

New York City has also seen large protests in the wake of its vaccine requirement for restaurants

and other public venues. Among those protesting are CreCghters, Crst responders, correctional

o]cers, police o]cers and sanitation workers.

The New York City police union, the Police Benevolent Association, recently sued the city over its

COVID jab mandate, saying it opposes any mandate that does not allow police o]cers to undergo

weekly testing in lieu of getting the shot.

As of mid-October 2021, an estimated 30% of the New York police department remained

unvaccinated.  Unless they’re fully “vaccinated” by November 1, 2021, they all face being placed on

unpaid leave. In all, about 46,000  New York city workers stand before this di]cult choice: get the

risky jab or lose their job.

Among city sanitation workers, 38% remain unvaccinated.  We’ve already seen how mass walkouts

can change things. For example, in mid-October 2021, Southwest Airlines did a sudden U-turn,

reversing its strict get jabbed or get lost policy.

Southwest is now urging unvaccinated employees to apply for an exemption, which the airline will

do its best to approve. In cases where an exemption is not approved, Southwest has promised to

provide other accommodation, such as weekly testing, which is not an option under Biden’s

mandate.

Now, imagine what halving the sanitation department in New York City would do. I predict a few

weeks of letting trash pile up might soften the mayor’s stance on the mandate.

It would be even more catastrophic — and more likely to end the mandate — were the remaining

vaccinated sanitation workers to walk off the job in solidarity. After all, whether you decided to get

the initial jab or not, the vaccine mandate is a direct attack on your personal freedom and liberty.

Unless you’re willing to give up all personal autonomy to the government, you have to say no to this

clear authoritarian overreach, because it’s only going to get worse from here. There really is no

telling what you’ll have to submit yourself to next in order to keep your “privileges,” which now

include having a job.

The Global Threat of Vaccine Mandates and Passports

In the video above, investigative reporter James Corbett of The Corbett Report Solution Watch

explores how we can thwart the threat of vaccine mandates and passports. As noted by Corbett,

this threat is worldwide.

There’s not a nation in the world that can expect to not face vaccine mandates and passports, for

the simple reason that the passports are a foundational part of the new economic control system

that is being rolled out.

So, while it appears people have successfully pushed back in some areas — including the U.K.,

which recently announced it would scrap the passport requirement for restaurants and other public

venues, and in Florida, where Gov. Ron DeSantis is calling on businesses to pay for adverse

reactions if they mandate the shot (see his speech below) — we must remain vigilant, not let up,

and not give an inch.

We’ve repeatedly seen how government o]cials have said there are no plans for vaccine mandates

or passports, only to turn on a dime days or weeks later. It seems they’re all using the same

playbook: First, put people’s minds at ease, and then pull the rug out — over and over again.

How to Thwart the Threat of Vaccine Mandates and Passports

While there’s no one-size-Cts-all solution, some general suggestions can be made. Corbett divides

the available solutions into four main categories:

1. Legal challenges to the vaccine mandates — A variety of legal resources can be found on The

Corbett Report’s September Open Thread.  A thread by HomeRemedySupply, in particular,

contains a long list of legal resources for Americans looking to combat vaccine mandates,

including vaccine exemption documents and much more.

The Corbett Report show notes  also list a variety of resources. Another resource is The Solari

Report, where you can download a variety of forms, including:

a. A family Cnancial disclosure form, to ensure that a vaccine injury or death does not

translate into Cnancial destruction of the whole family

b. An employer disclosure form that informs your employer of the many laws and ethical

principles they are breaking and demands they take Cnancial responsibility for any injury

you might incur as a result of their mandate

c. A school disclosure form that informs the school of the many laws and ethical principles

they are breaking and demands they take Cnancial responsibility for any injury you might

incur as a result of their mandate

d. A notice of parental authority form, which parents can use to notify relevant parties that

they do not consent to their child being vaccinated without their written informed consent

Another type of legal challenge you can pursue is that of religious and medical exemptions.

Just keep in mind that while this might temporarily save the livelihoods of some, it does

virtually nothing to protect you or anyone else from tyranny in the long term.

And, as noted by Corbett, even the Amish have had religious exemptions denied by

bureaucrats who say they don’t think the Amish have a strongly held religious conviction

against vaccination. If you know anything about Amish who choose not to vaccinate, you know

what a ridiculous statement that is, but at the end of the day, these are the kinds of people

making the decisions.

2. Workarounds that don’t necessitate facing the problem head-on — This includes setting up a

network of likeminded people to create parallel economies and resources,  and getting

involved in local politics, your children’s school board and so on, where you can apply pressure

and affect change from the inside. You can also sign petitions, such as the British

togetherdeclaration.org.

3. Peaceful protests and demonstrations — As mentioned earlier, there are mass protests taking

place all over the world. Keep in mind that this strategy requires patience and above all

persistence. Doing it once or twice will accomplish little.

The French have been taken to the streets by the hundreds of thousands every weekend for

months. Our leaders are clearly not easily or rapidly swayed by these displays of solidarity but,

over time, peaceful protests can be effective.

4. The ultimate solution: noncompliance — At the end of the day, the most effective long-term

solution is mass noncompliance, “ignoring the rulers out of existence,” to quote Arizona Dara,

featured in Corbett’s report. It’s important to realize that it’s not our politicians who are running

the show. They’re foot soldiers for unnamed, unelected globalists, which is why Cghting in the

political arena is unlikely to eliminate this threat over the long term.

As noted by Corbett, the technocrat globalists that are the real string pullers are only able to

do what they do because people tend to just go along with it. It’s that simple. If enough people

don’t comply, their plans fall apart.

If millions of people refuse to comply with the mandates and the passports and then sue their

employers when they’re Cred, if millions force the establishment to go through that hassle, the

establishment will eventually cave. As noted by Corbett, it would become mathematically

impossible for them to enforce the tyranny. Ultimately, that’s how we win.

Vaccine Passports Are Part of Surveillance Capitalism

To learn more about the scheme behind vaccine passports, read Jeremy Loffredo’s and Max

Blumenthal’s article, “Public Health or Private Wealth? How Digital Vaccine Passports Pave Way for

Unprecedented Surveillance Capitalism.”  As noted in that article:

“The titans of global capitalism are exploiting the Covid-19 crisis to institute social credit-

style digital ID systems across the West.

The death by starvation of Etwariya Devi, a 67-year-old widow from the rural Indian state of

Jharkhand, might have passed without notice had it not been part of a more widespread

trend.

Like 1.3 billion of her fellow Indians, Devi had been pushed to enroll in a biometric digital ID

system called Aadhaar in order to access public services, including her monthly allotment

of 25kg of rice.

When her Mngerprint failed to register with the shoddy system, Devi was denied her food

ration. Throughout the course of the following three months in 2017, she was repeatedly

refused food until she succumbed to hunger, alone in her home.

Premani Kumar, a 64-year-old woman also from Jharkhand, met the same demise as Devi,

dying of hunger and exhaustion the same year after the Aadhaar system transferred her

pension payments to another person without her permission, while cutting off her monthly

food rations.

A similarly cruel fate was reserved for Santoshi Kumari, an 11-year-old girl, also from

Jharkhand, who reportedly died begging for rice after her family’s ration card was canceled

because it had not been linked to their Aadhaar digital ID.

These three heart-rending casualties were among a spate of deaths in rural India in 2017

which came as a direct result of the Aadhaar digital ID system.

With over one billion Indians in its database, Aadhaar is the largest biometric digital ID

program ever constructed. Besides serving as a portal to government services, it tracks

users’ movements between cities, their employment status, and purchasing records. It is a

de facto social credit system that serves as the key entry point for accessing services in

India ...

For those yearning for an end to pandemic-related restrictions, credential programs

certifying their vaccination against Covid-19 have been marketed as the key to reopening

the economy and restoring their personal freedom. But the implementation of immunity

passports is also accelerating the establishment of a global digital identity infrastructure.”

Don’t Fall Into the Convenience Trap

Make no mistake, vaccine passports are the precursor to digital ID wallets, as noted by the military

surveillance Crm Thales.  Of course, it’s sold as something that will provide you with superior

convenience, but as the three stories above show, it doesn’t always work, and even when it does, it

turns you into a slave in a system that proCts from surveilling everything you do.

“ Sooner or later, everyone will have to make a
choice: Freedom or slavery. There’s no middle
ground anymore.”

The system also gives unelected globalists — the richest of the rich — the power to cut your access

to funds, health care, travel, food or anything else whenever they please. Bill Gates, the World

Health Organization, the Rockefellers, the World Bank and the World Economic Forum are just some

of the people and organizations that are behind this global enslavement agenda.

Don’t fall for altruistic language spouted by these people. It’s nothing but PR to cover their proCt

motives. In the real world, digital ID systems have proven disastrous for the average person,

resulting in marginalization and death.

In India, a random sampling of 18 villages that had implemented compulsory biometric

authentication at rationing stations showed a shocking 37% of people were unable to get their food

rations for one reason or another.  So much for convenience. Imagine having to rely on a system

like that for everything in your life — your food, your health care, your education, your banking and

everyday purchases.

As noted by Canadian immunologist and geneticist Sir John Bell,  the COVID-19 medical system

can easily be repurposed for other ailments and health goals as well. Any number of other

vaccinations could be mandated, and without having those logged in your passport, there goes your

freedom yet again.

Any number of drugs could be required to maintain a valid passport. They could put every adult

over 40 on mandatory statin treatment, for example, as a public health measure.

Just how much freedom are you willing to lose? Don’t think for a minute that it’ll all end once you

get fully vaccinated against COVID-19. Sooner or later, everyone will have to make a choice:

freedom or slavery. There’s no middle ground anymore.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,739 ratings

ORDER NOW
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www.youtube.com/watch   Dr. Julie Ponesse - The Faith and Democracy Series. She was a professor at University of Western Ontario, my

son’s school.  I love this woman for her logic and bravery.  She was employed at UWO for years before she was Cred and she’s an excellent

example of a truly dedicated teacher who would encourage critical thinking.  The rebels of the 60’s are not gone, I’m one of them.  Now I

Cght the doctors not to force drugs on me and be one of the seniors (3 out of 4). in Ottawa who uses prescription drugs every day.   As

rrealrose suggests from her research, “they” want to diagnose via AI and have drugs delivered to your home via drone.  This is part of why

we have so many people who aren’t well, because the art of healing is starting to be lost.  A lot of this is about dis-ease and just for the

record, I’m not a makey leftist either.
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Thanks Retsbew. A big round of applause for Dr. Julie Ponesse. Linking with your comment and video. Canadian ethicist Dr. Julie

Ponesse said during "The Counterpoint" television show that informed consent is largely non-existent when it comes to vaccines

against the Wuhan coronavirus. Ponesse pointed out that demanding vaccination for full participation in society is an act of

coercion that makes free and informed consent impossible. In a video that went viral, she said that requiring vaccinations,

especially when it comes to a disease with high survival, is unethical.

www.canadiancovidcarealliance.org/media-resources/ethics-professor-dis..   Ponesse emphasized that COVID-19 vaccines are

still in their testing phases until 2023, so the notion that anyone can give her fully informed consent to a drug that has not been

fully screened is absurd. Vaccines take a long time to develop, there is no long-term data, and the full effects are unknown.

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/no-one-can-reasonably-consent-to-a-mandat..
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The act of coercion that Ponesse talked about is on full display in Victoria, Australia.  Human rights are supposedly protected in

Victoria by the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic). The Charter Act lists a number of human rights that

the Victorian Parliament seeks to protect and promote, which are largely based on the rights enshrined in international human

rights instruments such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Section 10 (c) states that a person

must not be subjected to medical treatment without his or her de ella full, free, and informed consent. Because vaccination is a

medical procedure, forcing a person to be vaccinated against his or her de ella will be a clear violation of this right. In the link all

the sections of Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities

www.abc.net.au/religion/human-rights-and-mandatory-covid-19-vaccinatio..  ~

www.legislation.vic.gov.au/in-force/acts/charter-human-rights-and-resp..
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Cue 2:02 on 1st Video - Female speaker at NYC protest said almost everything we’ve been saying about COVID vaccines -

AMAZING SPEECH!
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Retsbew,  you are right, the art of one-on-one healing, where one-on-one is the only true healing art, is being undercut. I think part

of the solution is for us to take matters into our own hands. We can purchase health self-help books, I strongly recommend using

cash and buy from your local bookstore (not Amazon), if only to undercut the warrantless wiretapping mechanism. I mean, if

contact tracing is following COVID cases, if they are mandating vaxes or lose your job/housing/food, and if facts about vax

deaths/side effects are being censored as "Misinformation", then let's not kid ourselves to think that they aren't watching and

censoring what we do.

Right now ,that means particularly, on the health level. This over-reach and control,  has to be undercut, at the root.  I suggest using

cash, to repeat, and stock up on multiples of books. And fund your local sources, defund the large beasties who are taking over the

world economy. Become self empowered on the health level. Print out articles, compile paper binders, do not store on your

computer which can crash anyway, and which is trackable. Become less and less trackable. Use your VPN when hunting down

natural health information, become less watchable.

Start growing your own herbs for natural healing at home, as well as practicing an excellent diet to protect your health. Share word

with family members and friends, empower each other. "Be not overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good" said Jesus. Wise

words! Sharing word, is caring. Then again, we can only do so much on our own as laypeople. Patronize your local naturopath who

you trust. Stay away from mainstream medicine unless there is urgency or an emergency. Support natural medicine...as we all

do...just continue. Be the change we want to see in the world, as Ghandi said.
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Have a mainline old uncle, retired 30 years, says his son is wasting away, incurable. Mentions his high cholesterol. I email the

cousin, says they must have him on statins, that is his problem. He writes back, says new naturopath agrees, is off ALL Big Pharma

garbage from now on, is doing better. Uncle still reads Medikill literature and swears by it.
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The "rebellion" of the 60s was stage managed by the (((same folks))) who destroy America today.  They use fake "money" to buy

 off anyone they can use.
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homeherbschool.com/herbs-prevent-colds-mu  This is an article by Elizabeth Heck on Herbs to Prevent Colds and Flu. She also has

a free online Herbalism Course.  She's a good teacher and I enjoyed the course.
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German MEP Christine Anderson in Brussels opposing COVID-19 vaccine mandate: www.bitchute.com/.../Cn1sTvc4lIZp
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I'd just like to point out one of the "elephants in the room": Soon, we will have been subjected to this Orwellian Medical Tyranny for

2 years! It is CRIMINAL to force healthy people and children to restrict their breathing by mandating "masks" (that are incapable of

blocking any viral particle). It is CRIMINAL to coerce healthy people/children into taking an EXPERIMENTAL SYNTHETIC SPIKE

PROTEIN LOADED  GENE EDITING SHOT!

So...Millions of people (myself included) have lived their lives relatively "normally" (unless they have to go into a business), since

the beginning of this covid psyops! Absolutely no masking anywhere, outside; no distancing; and no rubbing toxic crap all over our

hands, killing off all the microbes. Instead; hugging, shaking hands, socializing together in close proximity, not afraid to touch

doorknobs, handles, etc.. So here's the million dollar question...assuming that there is some "Deadly Virus" attacking 'all' of

humanity; how is it that none of us have been sick at all - throughout this insanity? People may just want to ponder that one for a
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How to Fight Vaccine Mandates and Passports
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Around the world, huge numbers of people are protesting vaccine mandates and passports)

New York City has seen large protests in the wake of its vaccine requirement for restaurants and other public venues. Among those

protesting are CreCghters, Crst responders, correctional o]cers, police o]cers and sanitation workers

)

Among city sanitation workers, 38% remain unvaccinated. Unless they’re fully “vaccinated” by November 1, 2021, they face being placed on

unpaid leave. While catastrophic, losing half the sanitation department may also force New York to rethink its ill-advised mandate

)

While there’s no one-size-Cts-all solution, some general suggestions can be made. Available solutions can be divided into four main

categories: legal challenges, workarounds that don’t require you to face the issue head-on, protests and demonstrations, and mass

noncompliance

)

Mass noncompliance is the only strategy that can save us in the long run)
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couple of minutes! People can be sick/dying from a hundred different reasons. Covid is not one of them! The "shots"...now that's a

different matter entirely!
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Randyfast, I agree with you that this is criminal behavior. Further, to threaten loss of jobs, homes, etc is just unbelievable. For any

reason at all. Period! Let alone for a "vaccine" that has not been adequately or longterm tested, whose side effects and correlated

deaths are being swept under the rug and silenced. It is as if a virtual gun is being held to peoples' heads, submit or else, side

effects and deaths be damned! Such people who make such threats, and carry them out in action, do not belong walking the

streets, let alone attempting to rule the entire world and governing policy. Throw them in the can! I am referring to politicians and

BigPharma and the FDA, CDC, WHO here, however if this encompasses employers and those administering the shot, so be it. They

must all be held accountable for any harm they cause to any living, sentient creature on earth. And that includes us. God bless and

be well.
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Hi Gui and thank you for posting links that are useful and support Dr. Julie Ponesse's position.  University of Western Ontario

where she was on staff for many years, is one of the best in Canada.  How ironic that it's lauded for "employer reputation

indicators" in the description below.  But I would say that professors from Western are extremely caring and dedicated.  My son

still keeps in touch with one of his profs. Top universities in Canada: "Western University climbs eight places in the world university

rankings this year to reach joint 203rd. One of Canada’s top research universities, Western University was founded in 1878 and has

more than 38,000 students from 121 countries. The university performs well in the citations per faculty and employer reputation

indicators."
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If I remember right, the Revolution of Independence was about Tea Tax    Boston tea party was a political protest led by Samuel

Adams in Massachusetts by the Sons of Liberty on December 1773.    Boston tea party was a protest against the British

Parliament’s Tea Act of 1773, in this protest 342 chests of tea belonging to the British East India Company were thrown from ships

into Boston Harbor by American patriots also known as Mohawk Indians.    Protesters were protesting for a tax on tea and the

perceived control of the East India Company. There needs to be another  Revolution of Independence against Mandate Covid.

It would seem that Americans TALK a good Revolution, but when it comes to Cghting against Domestic Tyrants, all they can do is

Protest, while their Grandparents, parents and children DIE from EUGENIC injections.   "Let Their Blood Flow" There's a reason for

the sunshine sky And there's a reason why I'm feelin' so high Must be the season when that freedom light shines All around us So

let that feelin' grab you deep inside And send you reelin' where your devotion can't hide And then go stealin' through the moonlit

nights With your loved ones Just let their blood mow like a mountain stream And let their blood mow with the smallest of dreams

And let their blood mow and you'll know what I mean It's the season
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Hi Randy, the number of miles that you cycle is amazing and the health beneCts of that sort of thing doesn't even occur to the

Elephants in the Rooms of all of us.  I know there are lots of Canadians who cycle; a  former staff member used to put chains on

her bike tires to get to work in the winter in Ottawa.  

BTW my pension went up 19.91.  When there was a deluge of promo that the pensions had risen, both you and I had cuts made to

our's.  Mine went down 60, so it's still not up to what it was originally.  But I will admit I am far too paranoid to even enquire about

this.  I've read smatterings in the UK rag press that appear to me to be punishment via pension for "non-cooperation."  That is

criminal - we contributed to pensions all our working lives in Canada (we had no choice, neither did our employers) and it's only

due to the mismanagement of our investment by the government that the funds are insu]cient to maintain a safe and decent

lifestyle.  Financial juggler needs to be part of your modus operandi when you retire in Canada.
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Same thing with me, Randy.  I have not lived in a hermetically sealed bubble for the last two years and am Cne.
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Mirandola, good point about growing herbs. Another healthy, nice growing, compact food is/are fresh, raw sprouts. If you have a

window that gets reasonable sun, you’re all set. In 3/4 days you can grow a living, healthy salad of pure, immune building food. All

of this can be done in a few clean mason jars.  You can augment it with avocados, wild salmon, onion, tomato, broccoli morets, etc.

 A nice homemade salad dressing, added to a nice cup of sprouts, and a few of those augmentations,  add up to a nice recharging

for these wonderful machines that we have to take care of.
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Final Solution: Australian Military Training For Door To Door Forced Vaccinations – 5 hours ago

www.bitchute.com/.../zgsW2s4bEINY   IT’S ABOUT TO GET NASTY! THEY ARE COMING TO YOUR DOOR! ‘INTERVIEW WITH-

NAOMI WOLF’ Dr. Naomi Wolf – JEN PSAKI ! – ITS ABOUT TO GET NASTY THEY ARE COMING TO YOUR DOOR – July 16th, 2021.

www.bitchute.com/.../7CeUG8CJhHJE   The Doors – The End… this is the end… my friend https://youtu.be/ZgkIqU15WO0  

YES, IT’S ABOUT TO GET NASTIER... so what would Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn do... on a do over?... prolly the same thing we'll do...

toast... then smear the woke (((bolshevik))) commies with relish and other various condiments... we'll/they'll likely Cgure it out

earlier this time. (((They've))) been given a mile of rope and they've deCnitely uncloaked and mostly the right demographic have

already been vaxxed... may just need to run the clock out on these walking dead libtard order followers... plus there's the possibility

of a (hopefully) slow zombie vaxxed/handicapped "order follower turkey shoot" to boot. The Chekist (1992) - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch  www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2013/06/28/dont-be-afraid-of-fast-..
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AMEN!  I am diabetic but through keto have lost weight and A1C is not below 6.7.  Almost completely off big pharma meds.  Just

2, metformin and crestor and working on them.  I beieve in wholelistic medicine, common sense and personal responsibility.  My

old dr who retired because of regulations in medicine said " People today want a pill, something easy to make illness go away."

 Diet takes too long and is di]cult, can't eat out because most foods are high carb or GMO.  My friend got the vaccine so she could

go out to restaurants again.  She prefers slavery to freedom.  Glad you are not LEFTIST, BUT THEN YOU WOULDN'T BE HERE ON

DR. MERCOLAS GROUP WOULD YOU.
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Retsbew... You are right on! Here is another strategy that would go a long ways towards eliminating mandates. The US is short

80,000 needed truckers.  This number will increase as truckers retire.  There are fewer trucking school graduates since lockdowns.

 Without replacement trucks, there will be fewer loads delivered.  truck are getting very expensive, too which limits the number of

owner operators.  Truckers can simply refuse to haul govt payloads or those for contractors that require truckers be vaxed.  there

should still be plenty of work for them.  I suggest they Crst eliminate deliveries to the White House and certain zip codes.

Do not feed the beast.  Minimize your taxes.  Postpone taxpayment.  Use a good tax consultant--"he" will likely earn "his" keep.  We

need more victory gardens and home schooling.  Budgets need to be slashed for health departments and labor departments that

enforce mandates.  Do not support Hollywood movies and entertainment or sports that support the vaxine.  Many of these actions

can be undertaken by individuals at the grassroots level.  They will also beneCt your family.

Where "the mountains are high and the emperor far away", many rural areas ignore mandates.  This is slowly creeping into urban

areas, even approaching state capitols.  It needs to continue and escalate.  County sheriffs need to refuse to enforce mandates

and city councils need to take a stand against them.  Businesses need to unite and all open at once.  People who patronize

businesses need to Cll their parking lots and protest if any govt agents show up to enforce mandates.  Backed up tra]c could

prevent govt vehicles from moving freely. There is strength in numbers and more of us than them.  No matter your political opinion,

you are running out of time to prepare for shortages and hard times.  Everyone will be affected to some degree, some more than

others. Most people should have seen this coming a long time ago and done what was necessary. continued-
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-continued- Retsbew and all... Keep your old vehicle running.  if you need health care, it looks like Texas and Florida may soon have

some of the best health care systems in the nation.  Also, teachers, emergency workers, sanitation workers, etc.  Their gain.  Many

other states will retain workers who have been intimidated and cannot get work elsewhere.  Liberty is a tide that raises all ships.

The irony of this situation is that those healthcare workers who have already had covid and have natural immunity is exactly who

hospitals should be recruiting.  They can safely work in covid wards with little risk of health care costs or time lost due to

quarantine for employers.
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I am at early retirement age (62) and want to wait until I am 66 when I can get full social security beneCts (if social security still exists in 3

years). I work for a "municipality" that is the largest socialist fascist communist nazi libtardocRAT county in my state. I will be forced to

retire if they mandate the jab because I refuse to comply with an illegal ultimatum to take an experimental poison that has killed and

maimed millions of people. Their poison frankenshot is NOT a vaccine! It does NOT prevent anyone from acquiring OR transmitting

disease! Their poison jab IS a BIO WEAPON! Covid19 was the false mag created to scare people into blindly taking their "mRNA

frankenshot" to alter everyone's genetic codes. It came out on the Stew Peters show (Rumble) that the evil empire was sending out

extremely poisonous toxic batches of their poison jab to red states. I refuse to comply with evil. I refuse to comply with letting them inject

me with the "mark of the beast" death shot. I think it is looking like the only way out of this is what happened in 1776. All three branches

of government are broken, the military is broken, and it is going to be up to "we the people" to straighten our country out. It's coming!
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Yes, BIG, it is up to the people to react against a genetic weapon that reduces natural immunity and causes hyperinmammation,

increases diseases and deaths, with possible genetic changes that shorten life and open the way of transhumans. A noteworthy

article, where the reasons for not getting vaccinated, the reasons that drive this false pandemic and the implications of the World

Economic Forum are exposed.

Among the reasons that drive this phony pandemic: (1) ProCts forever for Big Pharma, medical schools beneCting from Big

Pharma grants, proCts from patents shared with the NIH (2) The use of fear to remove civil liberties protections and extend control

over people. These two elements are obvious and the most dramatic (3) the reduction of the population including the vaccine to

children. AN ORCHESTRATED FAKE “COVID PANDEMIC” WAS USED TO DESTROY HEALTH, CIVIL LIBERTY AND THE

DOCTOR/PATIENT RELATIONSHIP www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/paul-craig-roberts/an-orchestrated-fake-co..  (November 2,

2021)
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I totally agree with you “big”. I thank God every day that I did make it to full retirement age (just barely) when my hospital started

mandating the jab and my religious exemption was denied. I could have worked until later this month if I had agreed to go along

with the weekly invasive nasal testing…but since I refused they “voluntarily resigned” me in September. Many employees were

thankful if their RE is approved, they still are able to work IF they are tested weekly! Made me sick to my stomach…what tyranny,

discrimination, surrender of your rights! Being forced to have a stick up your nose to prove you’re not sick?! When it’s common

knowledge that the vaxxed can get Covid and spread Covid. In my opinion, if all those people would have said “no”, we’re not being

tested, the hospital would have been in deep sh*t!
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Sometimes I have wondered if some of the states might declare their independence from the Feds and become their own

countries. They can do that, and the 10th amendment grants more power to the States than it does to the Feds. Or they can at least

nullify laws, mandates, etc on State territory. Witness Ron DeSanto's actions.... What does not occur to the governors, and should,

is that the very controls they are placing on people, will come back to haunt them too. Wouldon't one think a US Senator was above

the law? When he voted for the Patriot Act, he later found himself the subject of a warrantless search and screamed an alarm bell.

Whoever woulda thunk it? "It will never happen to me" is a BIG illusion. Don't they get it? Power mongers only use their aiders and

abeters, they don't love them in loyalty. They will wage their greed over the heads of their politician servants as well as the

mainstream populace. Big Duh!

Further, if people hold the illusion----key word here is illusion---that they will be free, IF and ONLY IF they succumb to the pressure

to accept the needle, well they are kidding themselves. Such a "Choice" is not a choice, and it is not freedom, it already IS Slavery!

Can't people see that? So what leads people to think that they will remain free? They are kidding themselves. The truth is that once

governments gain control, the boundaries will continually be encroached. What is next? It's time for people to wake up, vaxed and

unvaxed alike. Give the government one inch, and they will take Cve hundred miles. It's true. We have more control over our own

selves than of anybody else. It is we who must cease to be the hand which claps back.
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Arrowheadmaker
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Your right BIG, it is the Mark of the Beast, reading Revelation 13:17 there is 3 ways to getting the Mark, either put on the hand OR

forehead, OR taking the "Name of the Beast" luciferase in the shots, OR " taking the number of his name" 666 which is in the 3

corners of these NEW type barcodes, which is used for transactions through a computer, and is a digital  ID. Look up "ID 2020"

That's the start of it.
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big47846 check out Iamhassentmetoyou dot com. Documents page, videos to give guidance (this is using a]davits not

exemptions), links on the site to telegram group with over 11k ppl from all over the world helping each other with legal issues.
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Mirandola - I have wondered the same thing!  -and the 10th Amendment!  Wow!  Make me wonder why the coward wanted OSHA to

push the narrative when it's SO NOT THEIR WHEELHOUSE!
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There is an important, uno]cial 4th branch of the government called the U.S. Treasury, not governed by the other 3!  In addition,

un-elected o]cials at the UN, WEF, WHO, etc. are starting to make the rules and we are letting them!  This needs to stop.  Did

anyone ever elect Bill Gates for example?  Nope!  Yet he certainly seems to be calling a lot of the SHOTS right now and getting paid

for each one!
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big, Crst I am not a Cnancial advisor.  Your decision as to what age to retire can have a lot of variables and unknowns.  I will only

mention a few.  Such as cost of living increases, family planning with spouse and children, your health, your expected life in years

etc.  There is a breakeven point calculation which can help with your decision but keep in mind that it does not consider the many

variables. This is why you need to understand the break even point. If you Cle later, your beneCt will be higher. When compared to

the same life expectancy as Cling early, you’ll receive larger checks but for fewer months. The age at which Cling early versus Cling

later results in the same amount of cumulative payments is your break even age.

Let’s assume that your full retirement age beneCt (at 67) is $2,000. If you Cle at 62 you would receive $1,400. If you wait until age

70, you would receive $2,480. Using simple math you can see that the total beneCts you would receive in each scenario would be

equal, or break even, at 80 years and 4 months. For every year you live beyond this age, the choice to Cle later is the “winner” as

you’ll have more money by waiting to claim beneCts than you would have if you Cled early. But what if you don’t expect to live until

(or longer than) 80 years and 4 months? You’d actually be better off by Cling for beneCts sooner. Hope this helps.  Your decision

may hinge on being comfortable working for "the largest socialist fascist communist nazi libtardocRAT county in 'your' state".
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big47846, If possible, consider receiving SS "beneCts" early (62), for a dollar today will be worth more than a dollar tomorrow, and

you are not guaranteed to be alive tomorrow. Bear in mind, too, that you will be dead a lot longer than you will be alive.  I chose

receiving SS at 62, starting during the summer of 2020, having resigned while I was on unpaid leave due to my refusal to wear a

mask while at work, and because I was (and still am) in remission, with no guarantee that I would still be alive and healthy when I

reached "full retirement age at 66.5.  This Atlas has shrugged. I have gone Galt.  No regrets.
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Even if SS exists in 3 years, they may take it away from you for refusing the jab.  then we will have to ban together to raise our own

food and grow our own medicines.  at 80, I will not have to endure their madness long.  One good thing about getting "old", you do

not have as much to loose so become braver.
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mky32022
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For all those in the United States of America, please go to worldwidewalkouts.org to Cnd the city closest to you that is holding a protest

rally.  It is scheduled for Wed Nov 3. 2021. If you live near Chicago IL, it will be at 11:30am at the Thompson Center. The location was

changed from the Daley Plaza. If you cannot be there, please tell others that are able to be there.
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Great suggestion! Thanks. Will do! This is the kind of coordination that we need to be forceful: Worldwide Walkouts.
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Yes, we need protests and complaints from doctors and scientists against the management of the false Covid pandemic. 19. This

statement is very complete and descriptive: WORLD DOCTORS ALLIANCE. An independent non-proCt alliance of doctors, nurses,

healthcare professionals and staff around the world who have united in the wake of the Covid-19 response chapter to share

experiences with a view to ending all lockdowns and related damaging measures and to re-establish universal health

determinance of psychological and physical wellbeing for all humanity. OPEN LETTER TO ALL THE CITIZENS OF THE WORLD AND

ALL THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD. “We have safe and very effective treatments and preventative treatments for covid, we

therefore call for an immediate end to all lockdown measures, social distancing, mask wearing, testing of healthy individuals, track

and trace, immunity passports, the vaccination program and so on."

“There has been a catalog of unscientiCc, non-sensical policies enacted which infringe our inalienable rights, such as - freedom of

movement, freedom of speech and freedom of assembly. These draconian totalitarian measures must never be repeated ……… in

the link worlddoctorsalliance.com  ~ medicosporlaverdad.net/carta-abierta-de-la-alianza-mundial-de-medicos/   RELEASES FROM

"DOCTORS FOR TRUTH" medicosporlaverdad.net/.../comunicados
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mky32022 ... where did u get info that it was moved to Thompson Center?  All my freedom-loving contacts/groups still indicate it

will take place at Daley Center.
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Please spread word widely. Walkouts tomorrow, November 3rd

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwid..   Real Not Rare  gathering to raise awareness for

vaccine injured on Washington Supreme Court steps Nov 2nd TODAY http://www.c19vaxreactions.com  School passes a

resolution, please ask other schools to do the same

drive.google.com/Cle/d/1hTetOPW8SoB0qknLbaVqenv3cwfYxmif/view?bx_send..
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Please vote mky32022's post to the top! I gave this a "like" to help move it up the ranks. Thank you all! There should also be online

virtual marches, on an ongoing basis, similar to this one, a brilliant idea for the underground news media to coordinate in themes

with bloggers posting in response, to create an internet  hum. An idea whose time has come?

 theconsciousresistance.com/announcing-exposebillgates-global-day-of-ac..  Also, LifeSite News is covering the stories in

multiples, daily, about walkouts, protests, lawsuits, etc about the mandates and the vaccine debacle. Subscribe to them for daily

unfoldings, and support the good causes. Support the lawsuits and follow them. They are more important now than ever before.

World freedom is at stake. Thank you all for your support.
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FYI, I cannot access the site.  I get the message:  Not Found 404.0
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Go to childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwid..     and scroll down to "Worldwide Walkouts -

Global Directory of Events".
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the reminder.  I plan to be at 1 or 2 of them near me (times are slightly different, might look to maximize).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 5:41:04 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

premiademar14
Joined On 6/22/2008 7:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your concern, I am nearly 75, all I have is a small home, paid for and a pension, I had lots, but when my husband passed away

age 64, 14 years ago, because of inheritance, etc,  all I was able to buy was my small, happy home, but i need the pension to live on,

because the government is so evil and we are only fodder and useless eaters, they can stop it.  All I hope that in this war, they go all the

way one way or another, no use waiting for a Saviour, it has gone on too long, people are suffering families destroyed, Countries ruined.

They wanted division, they got it.. people don't understand that divided we fall.  Sad.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 2:26:10 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is such a di]cult time for us all.  My father died in 2003 10 days or so after a mu jab. He had cancer which was only diagnosed 6

weeks before his death. On the 23rd December 2002 we were at the village carol service when my father said to me "I have a lump

- is it cancerous?". I was always the person in the family who could diagnose without labs. He asked me to tell the truth. I said "Yes

Daddy". He had used Roundup for years all the time, all year round, he grew up on the prairies in Canada ( I am half-Canadian), he

was born in British Columbia, I worked for JP Morgan on Wall Street so you might say I have been around the block....

GLYPHOSATE....MONSANTO...BIG...PHARMA....THE WAR.  Look at the trail of control.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 2:41:06 AM

& Like  ' Dislike
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, premiademar, for expressing your concerns. Happy people can feel who have a property and a good garden where they

can grow their own food. In many European countries, people are being helped to install solar panels for self-consumption. The

electricity consumption associated with the supply of natural gas is through the roof and being able to have energy for

self-consumption is essential. They are even growing small self-su]cient communities in food and energy resources,

permaculture type. The truth is that the current economic crisis that feeds great fortunes, monopolies, large corporations, now well

represented by the greed of an all-powerful BigPhrma that uses the media and the complicity of institutions and millionaire elites,

to present a bleak picture to people who do not get vaccinated. The objective is that citizens raise the accusing Cnger against each

other, even becoming a human pack hunting who the oligarchic elites indicate.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 2:56:11 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I predict Breatharianism will make a big comeback. 70% of what you need you get from the ether, anyway. That would ruin their

game for good.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 10:03:23 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Arrowheadmaker
Joined On 9/15/2020 10:23:36 AM
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Its in the Bible about this age we are living in, and all these things happening now was Prophesy  taking place now, !  And yes the

Savior  Jesus Christ IS coming very soon, he already told us of these times. But sad no one reads the Bible much now  days, so

there in the dark about whats going on.
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allunoisrong - I remember reading about breatharians - I went tried to Cnd Cripple Creek when I was in Colorado - this one author

lived there and I loved her ... but I got lost back there and ended up needing to get out of there before sundown ... lol.. man that

was beautiful back country!  But this author spoke of this... they eat small small meals - not every often - and give their systems a

huge rest.  It's quite brilliant.  I am down to just eating twice a day and feel so much better - I can't even express how much better!  I

wish i could fast a little longer :)))
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Premiademar14, I can sympathise with you as I'm 75 and my husband died at 70  (coming on for 10 years ago) i worked till I was

66 but stopped when my husband became ill. He died 2 months later, sadly we had no retirement time together. I too am lucky to

have a small home which is paid and i only have my state pension, not in the least bit generous either, so deCnitely need to watch

my spending  It makes me mad to see the lavish amount being spent in Glasgow for this COP26, thousands of pounds getting

spent on these politicians and leaders and presidents and all the planes mying them in and their staff bodyguards minders etc. The

cavalcade  of cars. Its suppose to be about CLIMATE CHANGE but they are making a mockery of that with all the extra pollution.

They dont need masks or vaccine passports = Rules for us but not for them. Sorry for the rant.
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premiademar14 On account of the Eminent Domain Clause in the US Constitution, governement controls--thus factually owns--all

real (royal) estate and land in the entire USA.  When one applies for a mortgage, one is actually purchasing a certiCcate of legal

occupancy, not the real estate that one will occupy. It is that certiCcate that is transferred to the next legal occupant during a real

estate transaction. The "fee simple" and other real estate vernacular conceal this fact, misleading one to think that one is buying

the real estate and will be its owner when the mortgage is paid off.

No, one is not the owner. Far from it. One is, in fact, just the legal tenant/occupant of government property, and that the real estate

tax (like all taxes, it is legalized theft, but theft nonetheless) functions as rent or tribute that one pays to government, lest one be

forcibly evicted from "one's home".  Eminent Domain is a feature of monarchy. It means that the monarch has dominion (eminence)

over all land and improvements thereon throughout his kingdom. Think of "Crown Land" in the United Kingdom. In law, the people

of the UK occupy the real estate, but in fact, the British royal family control, therefore factually own, the entire island, with the

exception of Northern Ireland.

The existence of Eminent Domain is one of the main reasons that American politicians and all other government employees act as

if they were absolute monarchs who rule by "divine right", and whose words are law. Eminent Domain set an

intellectual/philosophical precedent and "justiCcation" for the imposition of tax theft in all of its forms (income tax; sales tax; real

estate tax; etc. ad nauseum), implying that all of one's income and other wealth belong by "right" to government and its operators.

 Eminent Domain and tax theft have set a precedent for further attacks against all legitimate individual rights, including

self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and private property rights.
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Bible says one world government wil be established before second coming.  I look forward to it.  At 80 will not have to wait long.
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I have not had, and will not have, the jab. I read 1984, Brave New World, Wells, as a child and it was all too clear to me even then that "four

legs good, two legs bad" could start again. I have lived in the shadow of the Cold War, my father was literally a rocket scientist, I have

been to Cambridge where my friends were recruited, but I have never witnessed a time like this. Having had Covid (November 2019

onwards), it is no walk in the park, but it must be better than the long slow boat of vaccination. Natural infection, as we know, can confer

up to 27 times more immunity. Stick to your guns, be prepared to go for the hills, society is disintegrating. I shall be putting up the

synopsis of my novel FEAR if any one wants to read it. Go to Mike Adams at Natural News for advice (some of it extreme in my opinion)

as to how to stock up for the winter ahead. On a brighter note, we have a gorgeous young squirrel who is burying his provisions in the

lawn. He is very sweet.
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And Pip, you are very sweet. Thank you for your awesome posts! ~Laura
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Thanks pipblanc. Congratulations on having taken the best option, long-lasting natural immunity, which also by denying the

vaccine prevents new strains of the coronavirus. It seems that the squirrel heralds di]cult times. Having a good garden is a good

option to avoid food shortages. At the extreme of denying supply problems and Cghting freedom we have the Biden administration

insisting that all is well in America despite clear evidence of shortages. People visiting grocery stores see empty shelves, although

some supermarkets are devising ways to hide the problem. As many supermarkets Cnd that their stocks are slowly running out,

some are trying to hide the shortage in more than one way.

Ashe Short, Senior Editor at Daily Wire, posted an image of a shelf with evenly distributed products in a single Cle. She wrote, "Our

[grocery] Safeway appears to be trying to hide supply shortages by using unique product lines to Cll shelves." Rather than actually

solving the problem, Biden management pointed a Cnger at the "hoarders".

www.zerohedge.com/markets/retailers-lining-store-shelves-single-produc..  ~

www.zerohedge.com/markets/jen-psaki-tries-explain-empty-store-shelves-..
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NYC Anti-Mandate Protest at City Hall by NYPD, NYFD, EMT & Sanitation  AMAZING SPEECHES:  1st Speech - 2:02 - 2:07 5 min -

She said almost everything that we’ve been about this experimental gene therapy AKA Covid vaccines - AMAZING!  2nd Speech -

2:24 - 2:31 (7 min)  SPEAKER BACKGROUND:  1/2 Dominican - 1/2 Colombian  100% Native New Yorker   US Marine Corp at 17

Private Security UN Security  NY Fire Dept  She said:  “DON’T THANK US FOR OUR SERVICE IF YOU WANT TO STEAL OUR MEDICAL

FREEDOM!”  That’s the Best Rallying Cry!  Please ask Del Bigtree to produce single videos of these 2 speeches!
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Gui- This may be one of the main reasons for the mess we are in. Big Pharma lined the pockets of most politicians. Just click on

Congress or senators/etc to see how much politicians received in "contributions"

www.opensecrets.org/industries/summary.php?cycle=2022&ind=H04
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Vaccines, invented by a non-MD who called himself one, and ineffective according to statistics, were seized upon by the Criminal

Medical industry started by Rockefeller. The "Spanish Flu" was caused in part by massive vaccination campaigns due to WWI,

which was used by the "Globablists' to take over Russia. Financed by same bankers we have today. They are done with the USA,

having used our youth and lies to go around the world subjugating countries, and stealing their wealth, and spitting out men with

their health and limbs compromised, "spreading democracy (Institutionalized piracy)". Vaccines are a stealth way to ruin our

health, and have us voluntarily inject toxins to do so. I can't stand when media talking heads against the Shot say "I'm not against

vaccines". NO VACCINE HAS EVER BEEN PROVEN TO WORK. They just take credit for coming in on the downside of the natural

bell curve.
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Not just CreCghters, Crst responders, correctional o]cers, police o]cers and sanitation workers resisting the Jab/s...truck drivers, airline

pilots, healthcare workers & more. Fear not, the unvaccinated workers will be replaced by unvaccinated National Guard, so says

"Brandon." Wait, what? Some sources have reported the National Guard is under different guidelines for a Jab/s. Please don't ask if this

upside down Scamdemic can get any stranger...obviously it can. Resistance is here, it's just Legacy News has it's own mandates & it

appears gaslighting is high on the list.

Brought up in the article; * "It’s important to realize that it’s not our politicians who are running the show. They’re foot soldiers for

unnamed, unelected globalists,"* which is why Cghting in the political arena is unlikely to eliminate this threat over the long term." Yes,

while they don't run the show, they do monitor the three ring circus...there are other programs underfoot, so while it's Cne to call, write,

peacefully protest, the best thing is to build at home with neighbors. Build a local independent economy as much & as fast as possible.

Strong, stable & secure supply lines. It's important to realize this is not their phony Red vs. Blue push for war, push for Civil War Bull Spit.

Both parties are joined to the same brain & either Cght for who feeds at the money teat, or are in baloney go no where pumped up "issue's"

to draw in the populations most likely to vote in one party or the other.

There is a collective Center where so many agree on so much totally buried & ignored by design & most people here at this site have seen

& witnessed it for decades. Anything we "get" from the unelected Globalists' will be to stall or remove anything not directly serving them.

We will get nowhere trying to reform them. We must reform ourselves & literally start from the ground up wherever & whenever we can.

So much of what conveniences they "give" us turn out to be wrongs in disguise.
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It's important to boycott huge entities like MSN, Apple, Amazon et al, and go as local as possible. And start to garden at home

wherever possible, this can help to localize the economy food-wise so we are less dependent.
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Mirandola, yes, ditch the digital whenever wherever possible. If one is stuck with a snoop phone, sorry smart phone, use it like a

land line. Leave it on the end table or coffee table. If it is truly important they will call you when you get home. Otherwise, when

there is something of massive importance in one's life, then by all means carry it with you. We are going to need to grow food in

not only rural areas, but in suburbs. We are also going to need the necessity's used for gardening and processing food.

Does anyone think they can make their own shovels or other tools, along with canning jar's or lid's, (what a nightmare this year,)

moving goods from one spot to another, heating outside the grid. The most important things in a crisis situation are good shelter

with the ability to stay warm or cool & dry, nest comes Cre or heat source, then comes water, food actually falls later in line as we

can last weeks to months sometimes without food. A lot of working and moving parts but the more like minded peoples move

things in a coordinated way, the better.
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Well expressed Just, we need to resist against the crisis that the Great Reset seeks to engulf humanity. Yes, we do not want alms,

we must promote the community economy, be self-su]cient. In many European countries, people are being helped to install solar

panels for self-consumption. The electricity consumption associated with the supply of natural gas is through the roof and being

able to have energy for self-consumption is essential. Even small permaculture-type communities are growing. The most

revolutionary thing to Cght against tyranny in these times is a garden, planting our own seeds, in a hymn to freedom, is the most

essential. The seed must be free to reproduce itself and multiply. We are talking about a common good, such as water or air.

The political tyranny of Biden with his mandates are what are creating the welfare crisis in the US. About 9,000 New York City

municipal workers were placed on unpaid leave for refusing to comply with a Covid-19 vaccination mandate, adding that

thousands of CreCghters had fallen ill in apparent protest. The Cre stations remained open, but 18 of the 350 units were out of

service and "many units are understaffed," said Daniel Nigro, the Cre commissioner.

www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/nov/01/new-york-city-vaccine-mandate-..
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We have justiCed reactions to this tyranny, Eighteen states Cled three separate lawsuits Friday to stop President Joe Biden’s

COVID-19 vaccine mandate for federal contractors, arguing that the requirement violates federal law. Attorneys general from

Alaska, Arkansas, Iowa, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wyoming signed on to

one lawsuit, which was Cled in a federal district court in Missouri. Another group of states including Georgia, Alabama, Idaho,

Kansas, South Carolina, Utah and West Virginia Cled a lawsuit in federal district court in Georgia. Texas also sued individually

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bb-states-sue-biden-covid-vaccine-..  (11/01/21)
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Juststeve, to underscore you and to encourage people with the pure fact of true possibility, look at this inspiring youtube! A family

grew enough organic produce on merely 1/10th of an acre, near a freeway, selling enough surplus produce to amount to an excess

of $20,000 per year, from their porch! It is amazing how much can be grown on a small plot of land.

tinyhousetalk.com/family-grows-6000-lbs-of-food-on-110th-acre-urban-fa..  

No garden space at all? Grow on your patio, but be sure to use very large pots or  build deep, wide planters. The more root space,

the better the yield. Rich soil is important, people can compost in bins if they have to. Consider rooftop gardens, but be sure a

structural engineer gives the green light to the strength of the roof and the owner is okay with it. Hey, if Window Farming happened

in Brooklyn, NY in the major city, with plastic jars of water and tubes connecting to mowering pots hanging in the windows, then

why can't it be done anywhere? There are grow lights for growing food indoors and in basements. People may have a lot more

space than they think, even in urban areas.

To answer your question JustSteve, no way can we create air-tight lids for our own jars, nope. Canning can't happen that way, it

would be dangerous. I don't think it will go that far anyway. Dehydrating is another way to go, purchasing a food dehydrator can be

a wise idea. One can also dehydrate in one's own oven at 200 degrees F or less. Sometimes just the good old sun can be one's best

dehydrator! Slice food thin, store it in jars (don't do this with meat unless you really know what you are doing.

Do it with thoroughly washed and dried produce). Some foods such as apples and root vegetables can be stored in a basement in

cool, dry sand. Pumpkins, winter squashes were symbols of abundance to the Natives, they last a long time without refrigeration!

Zucchini yield abundantly. Chard, kale can be cut and grown back. Where there is a will there is a way!
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Also, do what you can to reconcile with family members. The family unit is the strongest of all. The 20th century was successful in

splitting families up with the myth of the solitary man, relocations, etc. If you pay attention to development, especially the coming

"smart cities", you see that the globalists want everyone in their own little cell/home. This produces more revenue for FIRE

(Cnance, insurance, real estate) industries, not to mention states, counties and cities get more property taxes this way - draining

our pockets. Multi-generational families living together is the natural state of humanity. Have you seen those Peloton

commercials? Look closely how they see the future.
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great points Gui & Mirandola - the Chinese have forever grown massive amounts of food with very little land to do so. We in the

West have so much available but it will take efforts Locally to help one another to mentor those just realizing how serious it all is

and has been. It's a disaster for young people with all the good intentions in the world to dive in head Crst with little usually no

hands on experience. Those who are well on their way, time is always a tyrant.

Ways to speed things up & for different regions, and needs call for the smaller individual efforts to coordinate with our Local larger

needs. It's been & being done, but it also has been ridiculed, misrepresented & buried as much as possible. look around your area

and see what's going on. The best places though most likely won't be found as people who truly live off grid get back & out as far

as possible. Here, chickens, goats, pigs, beefer's  along with new gardens have exploded -  looks better than McMansions built on

viable farm lands for brag rights while they spend the better part of a day mowing acres of food planes.
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Juststeve, here is an example of what worked in the 70s.  In the Haight Asbury section of San Francisco a block of homes with

fenced in backyards butted the opposite block of fenced in backyards.  They all removed their fences and created one large garden

and play space.
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Otis, YES! One size does not Ct all & your sharing one strategy from the past for suburbs is a good place to consider for even small

towns, villages. While your example could realign suburban areas into more practical living spaces providing immediate needs,

even rural areas with individual larger tracts could possibly share equipment, different chores among a larger group. Humans

nearly always worked in tribes, clans, however one wants to describe them. Groups of 16 to 18 family members.

Pole & beam housing built for groups & individuals  with some building materials from the surrounding left overs of abandoned, or

materials repurposed for more life friendly use could be used. In other words, instead of the Great I Am, forty acres & a mule, two,

three, maybe Cve tribes with each tribe having independent shared housing, equipment, chores, back to back making a small

village surrounded by each tribe's individual tracts combined could be a way to move to independence from High Tech monopolies.

No doubt some would thrive as a solo act, 40 acres and a mule, but much needs to be done & your remembering and sharing an

older suburban solution may help even in the rural areas. Especially greenhorns in need of mentors & a faster learning curve to

make things succeed. Also if each member of each tract is a part owner everyone has a part in the decision making. (When groups

get above 25 people it becomes hard to come to a decision enough can agree on. So If there are three tribes working together,

representatives from each tribe would be best served if there were 8 or less from each tribe deciding the larger shared projects.)
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gaylezpc, spot on!
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An excellent article from Dr Mercola, and some very moving and helpful testimonies from contributors to the site.  I spoke to a stranger

recently who had a very different view of reality. It was a fascinating encounter which I will share:  He said we live in  a quantum

multi-verse - where  past, present and future are all One.  His theory was that  through deep faith, and directed imagination,  with God's

grace, we can focus ahead and envisage a brighter, more compassionate future  - and this can actually change the present.  According to

quantum physics - we can change the effects of the past - so why not the future?  He claimed that because we can only experience time

as linear we are limited by our senses.  

His parting remark was, "Faith can actually move mountains.  If enough people clearly SEE or actually visualize the psychopaths behind

this appalling agenda in criminal court - we help plant seeds of their downfall - and this dovetails with those Cghting the agenda in the

present.  The two approaches can work hand-in-hand.  One on the spiritual plane and the other in the here and now." Now, onto a couple

of developments: A brave man, a member of the European Union reveals the despicable and clandestine conspiracy behind this agenda:

twitter.com/.../1454473063068667915  And here is a catalog of more despicable revelations:

 www.publiceye.ch/Cleadmin/doc/Medikamente/2021_PublicEye_BigPharmaTak..
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Thank you NW, in these times we need faith. Yes, "faith can move mountains" and we can also exercise faith with the power of the

mind. The moral, ethical and spiritual values that sustain the existence of a healthy society are being undermined by intellectual

laziness, commodities and material conveniences, which violate individual rights. That is what has opened the door to the

government of the dictatorship, to a market devoid of freedoms. We must enhance the values of self-knowledge and self-control to

be masters of our actions, to prevent tyranny from gaining control of people based on fear.

Yes, with faith and self-knowledge many things can be achieved. The Beatles, genuinely great, said that "everything is in the mind."

People subjected to fear and with their negative thoughts subjected to chronic stress, as is happening with Covid, begin to

somatize their emotions, their mood deteriorates and a disease appears. Toy a]rmed: “only from my mind can I transform

paradise into hell or hell into paradise”. This is the case because "the power is within you." The mind is so powerful because it

exerts a direct inmuence on our conscious actions. From my point of view, it is essential to learn to control the power of the mind,

our actions, emotions, feelings and thoughts, to concentrate on our desires, to seek improvement permanently.

Faith in God in believing in a reality created to be shaped by us, increasing self-esteem, will make us begin to have “faith in

ourselves”. In the words of Albert Einstein, "the mind is like the parachute ... it only works if we have it open." We must learn to

optimize our mind to the maximum with self-knowledge and observation to free ourselves from the bonds of a tyranny that wants

to imprint on our minds the corrupt oligarchy that thinks only of power and money. As Bob Marley said: "No one but one can free

his mind from slavery."
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I ask people, "who chose the dystopian future?"  Of course, Hollywood presents it, and their producers and funders reward it. And

we are all swept up in it, especially younger people. But, do they not have the creativity or imagination to chose to produce content

with a utopian future, or at least less dystopian? Technology has also given us the ability to produce our own content for

consumption. Content creators, I challenge you to show the light side of what's possible
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Walter Russell explains the Universe as Consciousness (God) and Light. "Let there be Light". And there was Light. Everything is

Light, manipulated by consciousness. All matter and elements are actually manipulated light waves.
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Thank you Gui for your comprehensive and intuitive post.  And also for that great in-depth post yesterday highlighting a long list of

all the injurious Mengele-style medicines dreamed up by PCzer.  Yes Gaylezpc.  We need uplifting and enlightening creations to

inspire us.  It takes far more creativity to produce an epic that uplifts our spirit. Thanks allunoisrong for mentioning the great

Walter Russell.  I am sure he would have had sympathy with physicist David Bohm, who said, 'All matter is frozen light,' meaning

that light and life are the same essence in two different states of existence. It has always fascinated me that when a star "goes

out" from one observers point of view - the light continues shining for another spectator further away.
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NewlandsWanderer:  Thanks for sharing that man's vision. I think that's the level that this will be won.  Here is a similar perspective

I Cnd inspiring: coe-llc.com/2020/04/01/message-from-white-eagle-hopi-indigenous-on-03-..
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That is a wonderfully inspiring link you have sent from White Eagle, pjmauigirl.  Thank you very much!  So many indigenous

peoples have been oppressed by tyrannical forces, and yet it does not stop their joy and connection to the spirit.  We desperately

need to hold on to our joy, which in itself is a protection and a shield from the Govt instigated misery and tyranny and from the
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need to hold on to our joy, which in itself is a protection and a shield from the Govt instigated misery and tyranny and from the

sponsored brainwashing emanating from the TV. .  As White Eagle says: "Connect with your Spiritual House.... Do not lose the

spiritual dimension of this crisis"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/3/2021 4:22:39 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Its time we open our windows and yell we're MAD AS HELL! And we are NOT going to take it any more!!!!!" -- Network.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would love to see that repeated around the world.  What a great movement to be a part of.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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I wish we could make a show of force at the Glasgow Airport and stop access to the private jets of those attending the cop26 meeting.

But since we need a peaceful demonstration, I do deCnitely suggests that we prepare our personal life as Almond suggests such as

 getting ready for shortages but, I also wish we could elect  participants from this forum to join those on many other conservative forums

that are discussing this, and like cop26, come up with a plan to support everyone  that is going to be laid off. Be ready with mass

demonstrations in particular critical cities. Be ready for mass demonstrations in your local town.

We must support those people being terminated. They are our front-line but we must back them up. What is the plan? How do we meet to

formulate it? Just being on this forum and submitting single ideas is not going to bring readiness. Somebody in a leadership role needs to

create our meeting place and see that strong Minds get together and make a plan. Who is that person, where is the meeting, and when

can we have this plan completed? The rest of our talk may be Idol discussion if we don't organize. Please see the suggested website on

the post by mky32022  above! ( worldwide walkouts).
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Guillermou
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Yes, stoneharbor, the organization is the basis of the struggle of a people for freedom, Cghting to avoid the great disaster posed by

the "vaccines" and The Great Reset, which is being promoted at the Davos meetings of the World Economic Forum , assisting in

their private jets, while also talking about climate change that the people will pay while corporations obtain beneCts in the

so-called green capitalism. Some reinforcement actions are underway. Michael Kane, founder of NY Teachers for Choice, joins the

CHD advocacy team. Former New York City (NYC) school teacher Michael Kane will bring his leadership and organizational skills

to Children's Health Defense (CHD) as the organization's new grassroots organizer.

When New York Mayor Bill de Blasio announced this summer that he would require all New York City teachers and New York City

Department of Education employees to receive the COVID-19 vaccine, Kane, founder of NY Teachers for Choice, knew something

needed to be done. He urged his colleagues to resign from the teachers' union and Cght for their fundamental rights. "America

cannot afford to allow such dangerous precedents to be set," Kane said. "These authoritarian restrictions will be picked up and

duplicated at all levels of government throughout the country, severely impacting our freedom to move about freely, congregate

and to determine our own healthcare preferences." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/michael-kane-childrens-health-defe..

 (11/01/21)
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Guillermou
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Organizations and protests are the basis for Cghting freedoms. We have the Biden administration insisting that all is well in the

United States despite clear evidence of scarcity. People visiting grocery stores see empty shelves, although some supermarkets

are devising ways to hide the problem. As many supermarkets Cnd that their stocks are slowly running out, some are trying to hide

the shortage in more than one way. Ashe Short, Senior Editor at Daily Wire, posted an image of a shelf with evenly distributed

products in a single Cle. She wrote, "Our [grocery] Safeway appears to be trying to hide supply shortages by using unique product

lines to Cll shelves." Rather than actually solving the problem, Biden management pointed a Cnger at the "hoarders".

www.zerohedge.com/markets/retailers-lining-store-shelves-single-produc..  ~

www.zerohedge.com/markets/jen-psaki-tries-explain-empty-store-shelves-..
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I agree, stoneharbor.  JFK, jr.'s organization, which includes the action group:  WorldWideWalkouts,  has been remarkable in

addressing, in a very organized way, what needs to be done, and then doing/implementing plans and actions to follow through.  I

am so very glad to see some of the energy and knowledge on this comments site beginning to lean in an effective direction.  We

don't even have to know, understand, or even agree on each tiny medical detail, to be able to coalesce and work toward a very

simple goal:  FREEDOM from tyranny!

If each of us Cnds a group (or two or three) that they can connect with, and that group is organized and capable of effectiveness,

support them in any way you are able. Many lawsuits have been, or shortly will be Cled against the tyrant's acts.  This is good, also.

 I have signed and commented on any number of good petitions, and they have their place, if enough names are collected,  but it

could be a long stretch of standing up and insisting on our freedom from big brother.  

I came of age in the early '60s, and despite a few people making comparisons, I don't see any comparison to the type of protesting

going on at that time, except, I do remember that the protests often took years to effect change or turn around the tide of public

opinion.  This may take some time, but all good things are worth it.  Lastly, don't forget that any organization doing good work

needs funds to keep operating.  Even a dollar or two is a help, if enough people give. Please, Cnd your voice and Cnd your place to

effect helpful change! I'm grateful to all of you who share and bare your heartfelt views on here.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM
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They get their power from one thing- the public acceptance of the fake money- money, real money, being gold and silver coins. The

new second economy cannot use the fake garbage.  We need sound money, which makes a sound, when it hits the ground. The

paper [or electronic equivalent] must be eschewed.  The public needs public education about real money.  The government school

monopoly was created to suppress this sort of truth, on behalf of [[[Say Tan]]].
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gaw9735:  "The "rebellion" of the 60s was stage managed by the (((same folks))) who destroy America today.  They use fake "money" to

buy  off anyone they can use." I don't like your comment and I don't like your attitude because you are incorrect.  Here's a good question,

how active were in the 60's?  I see you just joined us here in 2021.  We stopped segregation in the 60's by protesting against Governor

George Wallace's policies in the southern United States.  We did a lot of other things that were more than worthwhile and you can read

about them if you want to do something about your negativity.  Perhaps re-adjust your focus and try to do something positive?
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India Govt. Declares Most Populated State O]cially COVID Free After Widespread Use Of Ivermectin OAN Newsroom UPDATED 4:26 PM

PT – Saturday, October 2, 2021 While the mainstream media condemns the use of ivermectin, the most populated state in India just

declared they are o]cially COVID free after promoting widespread use of the safe, proven medicine. One America’s Pearson Sharp has

more. peoplesworldwar.com/india-govt-declares-most-populated-state-o]ciall..   Shared from:

www.oann.com/india-govt-declares-most-populated-state-o]cially-covid..
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The best thing about Ivermectin is it can be taken as a prophylactic and you don't have to take it every day. Some countries literally

give this stuff away as a preventive for certain parasites. It was observed that these people taking Ivermectin as monthly

anti-parasite protocol had very low percentage of Covid-19 cases. Same for Hydroxychloriquine. The only reason developed

countries don't have access to these drugs is Big Pharma.
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Just a tidbit of what life could look like! (And I hope NOT!)  Somehow I read this entire story through Apple News, seems on Halloween

Eve, Shanghai Disney locked down 30,000 visitors, some in their Halloween costumes, as guys in hazmat suits started testing them by

the light of Creworks, due to one guest testing positive earlier in the day. Either you can get this entire article on the WSJ website or some

a]liate: www.agxpt.org/2021/11/01/china-locks-30000-visitors-inside-shanghai-di..
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I'm not sure I believe this CNN story. They show a US reporter for CNN openly reporting what is happening in China. NOT! He would

be in China Jail if that really happened. The only possible way he is getting away with this is because CNN is collaborating with the

CCP to propagandize China as the country with the best Covid-19 mitigation strategy. That's totally possible. This would help

brainwash all the sheeple around the world that believe everything on MSM and help push this "great reset" agenda with CHINA

being the "ROLL MODEL".

I also Cnd it hard to believe that China would celebrate an American holiday/tradition on the same day that we do. China already

has a day that is similar to our Halloween.  It's called the Hungry Ghost Festival. This year it was Aug 22. Next year it will be Aug

12th. The Hungry Ghost Festival occurs on the 15th day of the 7th Chinese lunar month so it is a different date every year. This has

CNN/MSM propaganda written all over it. Besides, why are none or very few kids wearing costumes? They wear a lot of costumes

in China to celebrate different things. Here we have an event that's all about dressing up in costumes and no one there is wearing

one.

Now lets do the math. If they had 34,000 people to test and each test takes about 10 minutes to perform, that means they had to

conduct 5,667 hours of testing. Were they Cnished in 4 hours, 6, 12, 24, or 48 hours?? Let's assume 12 hours. That means they had

to have 472 test points with a nurse and a Abbott rapid test machine at each test station. If they did this in 24 hours they needed

236 test stations. If they got it done in 48 hours they needed 118 test stations. I doubt very seriously any of that happened. This is

CNN FAKE NEWS!
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Yup. except this was a Wall Street Journal report focused on Big business interferences.
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The home conCnement of the state of alarm decreed by the Government of Pedro Sánchez (Spain) between March 14 and June 21,

2020 to stop the Crst wave of the coronavirus was illegal. A Constitutional Court divided almost in half ditches that the

conCnement established in article 7 of the alarm decree did not have the protection of the Magna Carta. And this, because it

meant a suspension of fundamental rights and not a simple limitation of them, as the central Executive argued in the legal

argumentation of the decree, which the court of guarantees ditch that violated the Constitution.

The historic ruling opens the door to the annulment of many of the 1.2 million sanctions imposed during the 98 days that that

regulation lasted, but it remains to be seen if it would also allow the presentation of a cascade of lawsuits to the State for the

economic damages caused. for the total conCnement of companies and individuals.

In essence, the Constitutional resolution declares null article 7 of Royal Decree 463/2020, which is the one that gave the green

light to what the text itself deCned as the "limitation of the freedom of movement of persons", but that the The court now

understands that it was actually a full-blown suspension of fundamental rights. That precept was the one that, in addition to

empowering the Ministry of the Interior to "agree to close the circulation of roads or sections of them", limited the exit from homes

to activities such as shopping, essential travel to work, assistance to centers health or "force majeure or need" reasons.
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Hi Gui, Your Magna Carta reference is interesting...what I am seeing is an exodus of American-owned or based tech Crms, like

Yahoo.com, leaving China at an ever increasing rate. Perhaps this is too obvious, I have no idea how any of these large companies

can re-coup losses from business disruptions, especially when operating in a foreign country.
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Real, the link you provided takes you to a page that provides 4 other links. I clicked on the 1st 2. The second link is the one with the

most detail and it references CNN as the source of information. I had already watched/read this yesterday on MSNBC. It also

referenced CNN as the source.
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The Achilles heel in this entire plandemic is the EUA, which is why the drug cartels have spent that past 40 years nurturing it along.  The

key component of the EUA is that vaxx makers can't be held liable for jabs given under an EUA.  A  few strokes of the right persons pen

could change that.  Allow people to take the vaxx makers to court for injuries and deaths, as is our Constitutional right, and I guarantee

you that within a few short weeks this plandemic will disappear.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-3
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Yes Krofter. On July 19, America's Frontline Physicians (AFLDS) Cled a motion asking the Department of HHS to immediately

revoke the  EUA for the "vaccines." of the Wuhan coronavirus. The AFLDS wants three groups of Americans to be removed from the

pool of people eligible for the vaccine: those under the age of 18, anyone who has already recovered from a Wuhan coronavirus

infection, and anyone who has not been informed for the jab as deCned by federal law. The primary target of the motion is Xavier

Becerra, the current HHS secretary under resident Joe Biden. "The emergency declaration and its multiple renewals are illegal," the

complaint alleges.

One of the most obvious conditions that is not met is the fact that there is no "serious or life-threatening disease or condition" in

circulation that justiCes the use of experimental gene modiCcation therapy. Second, there are other remedies available that deny

the legal issuance of a EUA. There are many ways to treat the Chinese virus that do not involve genetic modiCcation with

experimental injections from Big Pharma. www.theepochtimes.com/nonproCt-sues-hhs-to-immediately-stop-emergency..
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!!!!!!!!!WOW!!!!!!!! I almost fell off MyMountain......   www.youtube.com/watch
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ThankYou Dr Joe and team. Grateful for Your efforts with genuine integrity and care for Your fellow beings. Stephen australia
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Thank you Dr Mercola, for writing the heartening news about protests and proactivity. As you notice there are many suggestions

today on the forum about how people can help each other, and the situation. It is so heartening to read about the solutions> Thank

you for your great courage and bravery, and for Cghting against the corruption with your exposees. We are all watching out for you

and we all thank you sincerely! :-)
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Let me apply Occam's Razor to the worldwide scam. At this point, the mass murderers are working on setting up the injected against the

uninjected and vice versa. In the o]cial narrative, this is a "pandemic of the unvaccinated." That turns the injected on the uninjected. In

order to complete the plan, the uninjected are also supposed to be afraid of the injected, so "spike protein shedding" is introduced by

controlled opposition. Of course, refusing to live in fear in a good start, but logically speaking, there is more.

mRNA injections date back to the early 1980s in the Soviet Union. Practical applications were halted, because there is probably no way to

stop the plague, once it's unleashed. Even the monsters, who are running the scam, would not dare to experiment with it in their right

minds. mRNA hasn’t been found in the injections by honest (aka. unfunded) researchers in Spain, Britain, Poland, and the US. In the

Cndings, the injections contain enough graphene oxide, carcinogens, nanotech, parasites, and poisons to kill or maim the injected. mRNA

would be a dangerous overkill.

Consequently, there is a good chance that "spike protein," along with its "shedding," doesn't exist in the world; the narrative simply sets up

the uninjected against the injected as the injected are being turned on the uninjected. I personally offer myself to anyone who is injected

to cough on me and shake my hands. I Cnd it nearly unimaginable that the spike protein story is not simply a psyop geared towards

turning the uninjected against the injected or, at least, generate enough fear to paralyze further intellectual activities. Beware of

anecdotes that can be part of the psyop, driven even by people "whom we 'know'." In the last 12 months, my wife has been approached by

people she used to “know” with unbelievable personal stories and reinforcing the o]cial propaganda. They may have been morons, paid

agents, or AI emulating real people. I have encountered all these types.
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There is shedding going on. Freedom Cghter friends have relayed personal stories. One is a massage therapist and said she had to

quit her practice because she was getting irregular periods and heavy bleeding after working on her vaxxed clients. Another person

said she started bleeding heavily.  She found out her husband had gotten vaxxed without telling her. She bled for 42 days, then

went to see her GP and got put on progesterone to stop the bleeding. The best guess is that this is spike proteins being shed.
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RobinCnity: Something is deCnitely going on that suggests human-to-human transmission. The effectiveness of Ivermectin

suggests that the source of spectacular problems is mostly parasitic (apparently, there is even an "aluminum parasite" as well).

Apparently, parasitic infections can be transmitted between humans. mRNA is supposed to cause the spike protein production, but

nobody has found mRNA in the lethal injections. Protection against, probably weaponized (after all some research must have

happened in Wuhan), parasitic infections seems relatively easy, as opposed to a spike protein rush that is unpredictably

dangerous.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM
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Democrats have mostly always wanted "Big Government" control over the country but I for one am a conservative and don't believe in

government overreach. Mask and vaccine mandates are trying to take us down a path we don:t want to follow. I don't trust big pharma,

the FDA, or the government when force poison on us that don't cure anything. Our right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is out

Constitution right and we will Cght for it. Period!!!
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM
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...it's not a left/right issue. Stop wasting energy on that particular division, unless you're paid to inject it... Read more history books;

Tragedy & Hope by Quigley, Dark Money by Jane Mayer...
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I was wondering about the options Cred, unvaxxed police o]cers have. Thirty percent of the NYPD is a huge reduction of that force! What

could that group of Cred police o]cers do if they still had the temperaments of patriotic Crst responders and were determined to protect

NY and push back at what looks like a diabolical scheme to cripple the state and its citizen's and their security and freedoms? As free

agents they would no longer have access to their cars, and maybe to even their Crearms. I guess a lot of the options they might have

would be short-lived and impractical or illegal.  What could be done?  Would it be possible for them to band together into a large-scale

version of the Guardian Angels (unarmed)?  Could they get Cnancial backing from the public? (donations?)

Could the still-on-the-job police o]cers also help by contributing resources available to them? And could these same still on the job

police o]cers work part time along side of their former police o]cer colleagues? Could the laid off o]cers have access to their Crearms

and cars by Cnding employment as full or part time private security o]cers? Some or all of these ideas may be completely undoable,

maybe not. Anyone have any ideas about how the police could respond to losing 30% of their force?  None of the above may need to be

attempted if Curtis Sliwa is elected the next mayor of NY.
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This is of course just one weakness in the Rothschild aims ... they need foot soldiers and they need the puppets in powerful

positions ! Here in UK we have a Glasgow airport loused out with private jets ...hundreds of them needing a space to park whilst

their cretins #who caused them to be there discuss suppressing OUR freedoms and even our lives ...do not be taken in ...many of

those attending are imposters , body doubles EVEN Prince Charles and the Queen are fake ! We are sadly going to have to

understand that we have had war declared on the people ...we either take it and die or we Cght ! Sadly for them they have already

lost ... the Cnancial system is taking away their wealth , one account to be transferred contained $30 Trillion and they have had it

conCscated ... no track or trace of its source! Refuse the injection ...

its a killing shot BUT be aware that they are already unable to manufacture enough ...placebos have been used to create the image

hence the so called 'boosters'! Those who have had what they though was the shot ...are now having that shot for real and they end

up in A&E as my cousins son found ( compulsory injection) ...taken straight to hospital ! Here in UK (East Anglia)  the skies are

littered with low mying USAF and RAF jets ,huge transport planes ,military helicopters and Chinooks ... the take down begins here ...

word is that the Royal family and our secret government ( many countries have them those we elect are for show) ...what that

Royalty and politicians have been doing is beyond vile , their activities indicate they have no time for even children as they child

steal and tra]ck ( and worse) ...Epstein is alive and working with the White Hats! Many of the puppets ( Daniel Andrews etc) will

very soon pay the ultimate price for the hurt they have caused ...hundreds of thousands of big names already have! As an aside I

tracked 'biden' leaving Rome headed to Cop26  ...not on AF1 but an old USAF Boeing 757 ...!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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You have some great ideas, and just a very good plan to start with. This puzzle needs to be brainstormed. Dr. Mercola came to the

right conclusion, that just Cnally not showing up for work is going to be the Cnal Battleground. Demonstrations and other plans will

not be strong enough. So I commend you for starting to come up with multiple possibilities. This is what all groups need, but the

police working as you say would be a great place to show strength for our cause. I join you in appealing for the full audience to

provide ways to get ready as Almond has done for the Cnal battle as people must choose to not go to work over taking the shot.

Let's Cnd out what works and make it public so all groups have the same resources to do the same things. First we need to prepare

our provisions and resources so that we can survive, and second we need to have a united front on how the separation from

employment is accomplished so that it is peaceful, yet very visible and coercively convincing.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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The police benevolent assoc could set up a go fund me page people could donate to?  Hope someone there sees my suggestion

here?
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Steve, last month you said Biden is dead, and an actor is playing him. If you want to keep me enthused, you have to keep the story

consistent. Thanks, I need you.
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Just like tech workers, and now doctors and nurses, have, and are, being replaced by H1b visa immigrants, our loyal police will be

replaced by contract "security" forces, just like Eric Prince's (Betsy deVoss's brother) Blackwater, now Xe, mercenary military took

over military operations overseas. And, in the process, were able to launder and transfer billions of our tax dollars to their cronies

in the middle east and elsewhere. There was never a tech worker shortage, and there is not a Dr or nurse shortage. It's just more

convenient for Kaiser, et. al, to hire lower paid immigrants, who are complaint and won't speak up like Dr Mercola, Dr Malone, etc.
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Stoneharbor and Almond for responding to my questions! Stoneharbor, your statements are encouraging and show a

deep understanding of the issues and possible solutions. Almond, your speciCc suggestion is appreciated! The Police Benevolent

Association of the City of New York represents 24,000 members of the NYPD. I found this statistic at

en.wikipedia.org/.../Police_unions_in_the_United_States   So there seems to be a lot of potential for strong and effective active

AND passive resistance by the police unions throughout the country! But will they act now and soon? What are they doing about

the upcoming crisis now?
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding the police unions mentioned earlier, on second thought after doing a little online searching, I think they would be

useless. They seem to be too concerned about protecting themselves, as do almost all unions. For example, take a look at these

two websites about the police unions:  truthout.org/articles/police-unions-are-racist-power-brokers-in-opposi..  

californiapolicycenter.org/policing-in-crisis-its-all-about-unions/  Also just recall their actions (non-existent!) during the summer

2020 so-called "protest" riots that caused enormous damage to several communities in the country.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Latest I heard is that Governor Ron De Santis is offering a 5k hiring/sign-on bonus for police who have lost their jobs in other

states. Of course, that means moving to Florida. Fairly certain other governors may eventually pick up this concept.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have long said that protests will not be taken seriously until NYC gets properly exercised. There is nothing like the anger of New Yorkers

when roused from complacency. Now that the ball is rolling, I have hope that no moss will grow. They are right on with their slogan "hold

the line". That is exactly what is necessary, whatever the cost. We need to see police refuse to enforce these unjust and unconstitutional

mandates. Politicians can make all the laws they want, but they are worthless words on paper if there is no enforcement.

If this is not resolved peacefully thru mass resistance, a time will come when the people have a duty to abolish a tyrannical govt. Do not

compromise and get sold short. This must be an all-in Cght. These should be times of unity, not chaos. We are stronger together. The

goal is to divide and conquer while making us all dependent. There must be an international tribunal to prosecute these crimes against

humanity. Soon. There is enough evidence. Prepare yourself for the long haul. We all have things to do and more that we can do. This

struggle will not end any time soon.  

Plan for self-reliance as sanitation workers, police and medical practitioners quit. You will also need food and good water. Grocery prices

will go sky high, taking a large portion of your budget if you are not already food secure. Food prices will increase due to inmation,

shortages, fuel and fertilizer costs, increased shipping costs, higher costs for seed and replacement animals, etc. More grocery stores

will close if they cannot get deliveries, Cnd workers and comply with expensive mandates. They already sell smaller packages of lower

quality products at higher prices.  Keep UTD on dental, eyeglasses and any prescriptions needed. Electricity holds society

together--consider how you would manage without being on the grid.  Help your friends, family and neighbors as much as you can by

sharing your food or skills--helping those who are helping themselves.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, thank you. I've been emphasizing this very point for long time. "Politicians can make all the laws they want, but they are

worthless words on paper if there is no enforcement." That is the pragmatic and ONLY workable aspect.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, America is losing its freedom, it has been conquered by political and medical tyranny. People who become citizens,

these people defend freedom, defend health, are discriminated against. Hospitals are losing a large chunk of their medical staff

who resign or are Cred for refusing the vaccine. These are the nurses who have seen what the vaccine does to patients. Being

closely informed, they prefer unemployment to vaccination. Major cities in the United States are in danger of losing a large portion

of their police forces due to resistance to Wuhan's coronavirus vaccine mandates.

In Chicago, more than 4,500 employees of the city police department refused to reveal their vaccination status. This resulted in a

confrontation between Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot and the city's Fraternal Order of Police. Los Angeles Police Department

employees Cled a federal lawsuit opposing the city's vaccine mandate. 150 Massachusetts State Police o]cers resigned before

the state's vaccination mandate. About 85 percent of the state's police o]cers are vaccinated. Other states are in the same line.

alphanews.org/vaccine-mandates-decimating-police-forces-across-u-s/  (Oct. 23, 2021)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the latest episode of CHD.TV, “Community Corner” hosts Stephanie Locricchio and Aimee Villella McBride discuss the concept

of freedom with Naomi Wolf, journalist and Rhodes Scholar. Wolf, who is also executive director of the online information center

Daily Clout, said freedom urgently needs representation from both sides of the political aisle. Wolf described how she crossed

party lines to join the movement for medical freedom. Wolf said people have a limited time to act: “We need to ramp up… a

transpartisan movement around the world of people who just love liberty. In my happier moments, that's what I do see when I read

the headlines is people on the streets… in France, people on the streets, in Britain, people on the streets in the United States just

saying, 'Give us our liberties - we 're entitled to liberties - we're a family that needs to be protected by human rights.' "

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-community-stephanie-locricc..  (11/01/21)
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to two men speak outside the sanitation dept of NYC....people were blocking the drive so trucks could not get out.  You

should hear what they said.  It was amazing...and they are standing strong.  There is nothing like New Yorker Unions and people

when they begin to stand together....and they are and this is will spread.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Purchase health self-help  books from your local bookstore, not from Amazon. Use cash. Garden at home, this can be done on

patios, rooftops if a structural engineer inspects for strength and the owner agrees, it can be done with grow lights in basements,

and Dr Mercola wisely suggested sprouting on one's countertop at home. Smart man! Here is a family that grows all of its food on

a mere 1/10th of an acre, with enough surplus to sell an excess of $20,000 of produce per year from their doorstep.

It's amazing how much one can grow in a small space! With solar power and free biofuel supplied by mom and pop burger stores

eager to get rid of their used veggie oil, this is self su]ciency in action. (Alas the veggie oil will spew a lot of glyphosate into the

air). tinyhousetalk.com/family-grows-6000-lbs-of-food-on-110th-acre-urban-fa..  Undercut the wiretapping machine, use cash,

snail mail communications, and use a VPN if using your computer. Boycott unfriendly sources, and leave your cell phone at home,

use it for emergencies only and use your land line instead. Why not?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is another way New Yorkers might raise money for their cause.  Print up and sell some hats and shirts.  I will offer slogans...

New York strong ~ Hold the line ~ Ich bin ein New Yorker  (This is to show solidarity with new Yorkers, just as JFK stood with

berliners.) ... Then, under each of these slogans, add: No vax mandates ~ No passports
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the words of Eleanor Roosevelt, "No one can humiliate you without your cooperation." And what are they, that is, the mainstream media,

government agencies, big pharma, phony scientists and others trying to do. Yes, shame us, humiliate us to the point that we Cnally give

in. In other words: Cooperate. They have the money, and they control the narrative for the most part. And how do we respond:  we respond

with a steel spine, like England did when it stood alone during the blitz.  In the words of Churchill, "We will never surrender."  Keep calm

and carry on.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know it as "one can only be made to feel inferior with one's consent",  that is so true.  Jennifer
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Lynn289
Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One important element is missing in the way to victory over these mandates....  PRAY PRAY PRAY to God Almighty in Jesus name for his

help in victory, this would include asking forgiveness of our sins which have offended the holy God of heaven and earth.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lynn289, The utterance of words, including religious ones, do not have any inherent metaphysical power to cause victory, or

anything else.  That is, words alone are completely causally ine]cacious, regardless of their content (religious or secular) and

regardless of one's fervor with which one utters them.  It takes willful action guided by reason to accomplish things, and set things

aright.  Leave praying in the Archaic Era through the Middle Ages where it belongs.
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paral04
Joined On 4/17/2008 2:19:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brave New World.  This came faster than I ever thought. I was a computer programmer back in the 60{s working for a government agency

that was going to use social security numbers to identify people for for non- IRS taxable transactions such as a car registration. I pushed

back at the design meeting saying that it was illegal to do so, which it was at the time. Now, all bets are off since they will soon use you

DNA soon to track you,. Need to Cnd a way to cut this off at the pass.  Resistance is one way suggested, another is to get on the Dark Web

and hack their systems.
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I Cnally (husband broke his elbow so I am busy with that these days) read your article with Catherine Austin Fitts as the guest

pertaining to CBDCs and vaccine passports. She is absolutely correct, and she is a person of integrity and honesty. I have been following

her for years.  If anyone reads the "Slave Narratives" books of which I have plenty in my library, the slaves who wanted to visit a relative or

whoever at another plantation, they had to get "written permission" to show anyone who ask to see it along their travels (they walked and

didn't ride on horses or wagons). Many of those who were hired to patrol the surroundings were Protestant pastors sad to say.  

These pastors were given permission by the slave owners to do whatever they wanted to the slaves if the slaves could not produce the

written permission slip. Even kill them. A non-conforming slave is considered worthless and too much work to deal with. Think about any

"identiCcation" papers that we have today. Think "drivers licenses." Think about the Social Security cards, etc.  The people have a right to

use the "public roads" without permission of the State called the "new master" or the "other new master" when it comes to the Social

Security cards. Think income taxes where a person reports to both the general government and the states who have it - a slave reports to

its "master." Remember, they get paid BEFORE the worker does; he or she gets the "leftovers."

The "vaccine passports" are similar to the "slave written permission" to travel and more. The concept is really nothing new EXCEPT that it

"restricts movement" much more and will eventually be connected to your bank/investment accounts.  As Catherine reveals, the powers

that be can block your accounts for whatever reason(s). It is also a way to destroy a person by "slowly" killing them by "forcing" injections

into their bodies. A slave does NOT own his or her own body.  This is about "power and control." Lise from Maine
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Lisedm, Your comments ring so true, we are already half slaves, we must always resist vaccine passports otherwise that puts the

last nail in the co]n so to speak. Catherine Austin Fitts interview with Dr. Mercola was so knowageable. I must read these books

you mention. Thank you.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maddening how network reporting minimizes protests here and abroad...Thousands of mights cancelled due to "High Winds" and a "few

staff shortages" was the reason/NOT MANDATES! That makes it di]cult to mount any broad opposition to forced vaxxxing. And hurry to

retailers for cheap Chinese Xmas toys and toilet paper as they create a false sense of scarcity and urgency. Inmation; minimal and

"transitory.".....Oh, but rest easy; shots for 5yr olds are "approved" and soon to be available. These liars are such transparent douche-bags

as they insult your intelligence moment to moment with fresh fake-stats and news-crap.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall. “Vaccines” against children is a crime against humanity: TEN RED FLAGS IN THE FDA'S RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF

PFIZER'S EUA APPLICATION TO INJECT AMERICAN CHILDREN 5 TO 11 WITH ITS MRNA PRODUCT. By Toby Rogers.  1. COVID-19

rates in children ages 5 to 11 are so low that there were ZERO cases of severe COVID-19 and ZERO cases of death from COVID in

either the treatment (n= 1,518) or control group (n= 750).  2. PCzer’s clinical trial in kids was intentionally undersized to hide

harms.  3. PCzer only enrolled “participants 5-11 years of age without evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection.”  4. Did PCzer LOSE

CONTACT with 4.9% of their clinical trial participants?  5. The follow up period was intentionally too short.

6. The risk-beneCt model created by the FDA only looks at one known harm from the PCzer mRNA shot — myocarditis.  7. PCzer

intentionally wipes out the control group as soon as they can by vaccinating all of the kids who initially got the placebo.  8. Given

all of the above, how on earth did the FDA claim any beneCts at all from this shot?  9. The FDA model only assesses the beneCts of

vaccine protection in a 6-month period after completion of two doses. Furthermore it assumes constant vaccine e]cacy during

that time period.  10. The FDA/PCzer play fast and loose with their estimates of myocarditis.

tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-mags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneCt  (Oct 25, 2021)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes its what a commiecRAT does. One can not ever be surprised. Communism's premise is grounded in deception a lies period.

The only way this ever ends is for those who should be held to account are. If not its the deCnition of insanity and eternal

groundhog day. Just saying, and know you know...
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree Capt. These liars all serve the dark side, and it’s so obvious that it amazes me people even tune-in nowadays.  I was

listening to an investigative journalist interview today on the utter corruption of the Disney Corporation. I’ve known this for awhile,

as I personally know one of the Disney’s, and he has told me many things about his family. What I didn’t realize is that Disney World

is like a safe haven for pedophilia, and when incidents happen at Disney World and someone calls 911, they don’t get local law

enforcement, they get Disney security.  Here is a link to the interview. Warning: The things discussed in this interview will destroy

your positive perception of the Disney Corporation. (If ABC hasn’t done that already) (Yes, Disney owns ABC and ESPN)

www.brasscheck.com/.../disney-rotten-to-the-core
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice how the paradigm that you need to be vaxed against the plague falls when you Cnd out it wasn't a plague but a hundredfold hyped

mini-mu. Covid Mortality Hyped Hundredfold www.amazon.com/.../b09dfgld8d  by a comparison of the Covid 3.4% CFR Apple to the Flu

0.1% IFR Orange If no threat, why the vaccine?
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NYC Anti-Mandate Protest at City Hall by NYPD, NYFD, EMT & Sanitation  AMAZING SPEECHES:  1st Speech - 2:02 - 2:07 5 min - She said

almost everything that we’ve been about this experimental gene therapy AKA Covid vaccines - AMAZING!  2nd Speech - 2:24 - 2:31 (7

min)  Speaker’s Background: 1/2 Dominican - 1/2 Colombian  100% Native New Yorker from the Bronx  US Marine Corp at 17 Private

Security UN Security  NY Fire Dept  She said:  “DON’T THANK US FOR OUR SERVICE IF YOU WANT TO STEAL OUR MEDICAL FREEDOM!”

 That’s the Best Rallying Cry!  Please ask Del Bigtree to produce single videos of these 2 speeches - They’re rallying cries for our

ANTI-MANDATE MOVEMENT!
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen up: Tell everyone you know that these are not vaccines. Tell them to not comply.  Keep it simple, as the average person loses

attention span.  I used the phrase “it was never about a virus” since April 2020. It’s short and to the point.  If the person you are trying to

wake shows they are receptive to more info, ask them why PCzer added a new ingredient to the “vaccines” intended for ages 5-11 year

olds. Look it up. Tromethamine Ask them why there is a patent for identifying and -scoring- people and giving “vaccines” dosed based on

those scores.  patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/04/24/12/7c8e8238f4ae9d/US20210082..  

Remind them that last year, no one was vaccinated. But nurses and other front liners were held in high regard and celebrated. This year

they are being tossed for being unvaccinated.  Ask why congress is exempt! Ask why 200 congress and their staff took the “horse paste”

but we can’t.  Ask why the special people are granted privileges that we can’t enjoy.  There are plenty more talking points.  Please keep

speaking out.  Our futures depend on it.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great points, but hopefully you can see the real end-game here. The Bible warned us about an evil Global Empire near the end of

days before the return of Christ. This Empire also known as “The Beast” would force everyone to get marked... either on the right

Hands/arms or foreheads. That mark has been created, and is about to rolled out to the public. You can see proof of this via a ,gov

website that I posted in another comment on this article today. Quantum Dot Tattoo, which will be invisible to the naked eye, yet

glow under black lights. Thanks to the Luciferase in it.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because people are busy, here is the direct link to "Form for Employees Whose Employers Are Requiring Covid-19 Injections Under

Emergency Use Authorization” from Catherine Austin Fitts at Solari.com.

home.solari.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/sr20210820-FormEmployeesEUA..  

I had it handy as I'd just sent it to a friend.  

It’s a form to help employees as far as having their employer do “due diligence” to be aware of responsibility, legalities, regulations,

informed consent issues and liability issues for the employer in requiring the injection.  

Continued strength to all!
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Voltaire says: “Anyone who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities.” Once you cease believing absurdities, you

can no longer be manipulated into committing atrocities. The Death Darts have killed more than 150,000 Americans (just Americans

folks, this doesn't include deaths from ANY other country). Read on as this articles isn't about the WWII holocaust. It's about the

holocaust happening now! What a travesty.  margaretannaalice.substack.com/.../letter-to-a-holocaust-denier
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bee70578...what's your point?  The link you replied with is in the article or did you not read it?
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep I missed it. In a rush today.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe its time to bring out the GoodOldStreetJustice........lots of ROPE and some strong trees.... ]Yeah.. Political Necktie Party.... Yah

Nothing like a few political traitors hanging from cell phone towers   to get attention ....YES..hang them by the 5G towers and we can

watch them "HangNFry"  ..........nothing like the smell of a Frying Politician.......LOL
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tallulah3
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Lol
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legendlina
Joined On 2/5/2011 11:15:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate to say it, but I enjoyed the visual!  I needed a good laugh right about now…
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zootie
Joined On 4/2/2013 1:25:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know losing your job is catastrophic, but is that worse than losing your life?
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premiademar14
Joined On 6/22/2008 7:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They should rename the vaxx, the euthanasia jab, a slow death to the end. They cannot have too many people dying at once, they will do a

slow death. I have not had mine yet, I will wait till the very end,  if they stop my pension I have no other money, so, then, if they violate me

with a jab, I know that my end has been shorten by it. We have complied, the quickest way to lose our freedom,  how can so few control

so many.
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HealthHopes
Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any chance of developing new skills/putting your current skills to use now to start earning some money in case the pension does

eventually require the jab?  Any chance of networking with like-minded others with whom you might form a community to lower

living costs and need less money to survive?
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

premiademar:  Hopefully, if it comes to that, the 80 million strong in the United States will form alliances & protect our own of the

unvaccinated, both via shelter, food & Cnancially.  We will have to pool money & resources & I know Dr. Tenpenny is organizing a

Christian based group that will use donations for good & not just talk, but real funds dedicated to this "cause".  I know I would have

no problem donating  1/3 of my salary for a person who got let go due to the mandate.  If each one of us does so, we will survive

this.  Keep the faith, don't give in.  There will be those of us taking in others during these trying times, crisis & tragedy can also

bring out the best in human beings.  For every unvaxed they cut funds to, there should be an unvaxed lobby of folks who steps up &

donates.  United we are strong...
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Premiademar,  and everyone,  forget the "pensions", keep working.   If you've stopped,  Cnd a job or create jobs, where vaccines are

optional.   Don't sit at home worrying.   Work, talk, resist and Cght.  Hanging these fat, greasy politicians is an excellent plan whose

time has come.  The psychotic trillionairs couldn't be psychotic trillionairs if the lousy scumbag politicians weren't complacent

enablers AND recipients of many crumbs of the spoils.  

For example,  we have a sitting president who handed over a BILLION  dollars to the Ukraine,  he and his family siphon off a few

tens of millions (chump change) for themselves, ALL FROM THE CAPITAL of the taxpayers.  Pelosi is worth 150 million because of

savvy investments and a frugal lifestyle.  Her worthless opportunist husband is worth even more by consistently having the low

government bids to dispose of excess post o]ces and government warehouses.  Hang the entire corrupt families of these

scumbag politicians.  Keep working don't depend on pensions, that option is off the table if you are a risister.

If you are a resister, you are a Cghter, if you are a Cghter be prepared.  Start talking to the lame and tame, the sheep.   Convince

them that WE ALL MUST STAND TOGETHER,  the vaxxed, the unvaxxed,  black, white, red and brown.  We must all stand together.

 Don't let the lame and tame off the hook, make them see, after all,  they are extremely maliable. Now is the time to take the Cght to

them and in order to do so we need everyone.   Hire the unemployed unvaxed even if you think you can't afford to, just do it-and

pray, pray fervently.   God will provide,  together we can take these bastards down,  just resist, Cght and resist again and

again...keep working, keep going...never quit
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take a brick and throw it through the largest bank in town's window with a note attached saying this is a bank robbery.  When they

put you in prison, they have to give you three hots and a cot.  You may even meet some nice people.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

davidle, the Crst way to discredit a movement is through violence and rogue behavior. Bad strategy. I often believe that those

ringleading such projects, are part of the operative plan to destroy a good movement. This even happened with the Occupy

movement as they sat linked arm in arm, completely nonviolent, then suddenly we heard about peeing in fountains and god knows

what else. Yeah right. Who paid them to do that? And who pays for such slander and defamation, and is paid to do it?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I WILL NOT GET THE JAB, BE IT FLU, COVID OR SHINGLES.
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warning! Someone in the comments mentioned "breatharianism". I'd never heard of it before so gave it a quick search. These people are

crazy. Stay away from this extreme form of fasting/starvation method! Just stick with Dr Mercola's advice on intermittent fasting, so that

your health will improve and so that you can actually live to tell about it!
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GrannySue_203
Joined On 2/14/2007 9:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The walk outs start tomorrow in major cities across the nation - picking up with a national walk out from November 8 thru (yes, THRU) the

11th. www.worldwidewalkouts.com
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Tichman
Joined On 8/12/2012 11:31:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are no massive demonstrations in Australia unfortunately, we are a nation of mostly unquestioning and compliant sheep
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tichman, Australia began as a penal colony. It appears that your mates have chosen to comply with your government operators'

statist diktats, and are thereby consenting to its reverting back to being one again. This time around, however, for the natives. Will

they be serving Vegemite in the "re-education" and "safety" camps ?
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Allaglow
Joined On 10/21/2008 7:55:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in NYC. The current mandate here is divisive and unconstitutional. Although initially I was planning to get the injection I'm so

grateful I waited and received more info. Not being vaccinated has excluded me for partication in social activities. I'm retired so I am not

mandated by an employer, but living in a city who follows mainstream media is disheartening
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the globalists/satanists made a mistake. They were giddy with power when they saw they could steal the election and force an unelected

govt administration on us; thus, they proceeded with their next step--to try to pull off such an egregious outrage against the public that

even though many right-wingers had stopped making a fuss about their voting rights being abused, they now were going to have a good

reason to cont8inue to be a force for resistance, and it's only growing. And depending on how many americans take to heart dr mercola's

suggestions for action, the would-be leaders of the one world govt may well go down in defeat. They woke the real sleeping giant!
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WL4816
Joined On 12/31/2019 6:54:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In regard to comments about the Nuremberg code's requirement of informed consent from a person who is to receive any sort of medical

treatment, consider the fact that minors cannot legally give consent to receive medical treatment. As minors, they are under the age of

consent, which is usually age 18, or thereabouts. The age of consent is when a person reaches adulthood, by law (the age varies from

state to state). Therefore, it is not legally possible to get consent from a minor for vaccination, yet babies and young children are required

to receive an array of pharma vaccines, which are usually administered by pediatricians (the Nuremburg code isn't legally enforceable

law; instead, it's only a moral code). The high infant mortality rate in the U.S. appears to be related to the large number of unnecessary

vaccines injected into American children.
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the difference here, with the covid vaccine, is that it is not an o]cially approved vaccine or medication, so the fact it has

conditional approval is the reason it can't be forced on any humans, whether they consent for themselves or for minors.t's the fact

that it is legally an "experimental vaccine"
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mky32022
Joined On 6/25/2015 10:27:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The peaceful protest in Chicago on Nov 3, 2021 is scheduled for  11:30am at the Thompson Center, according to

StandforHealthFreedom.com. They sent me an updated location, since their Crst email said it would be at Daley Plaza.
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JUST SAY NO.  Mass disobedience is the only way to counter tyranny.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds very much like the "Mark of the Beast" mentioned in Revelation, where you can not buy or sell without the mark in your Right hand

or forehead.  Better be ready for some hard times ahead. MMC88121
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the Corbett report James Corbett says the UK are backing off vaccine passports in restaurants and other venues. That is true for

England but not for Scotland. Nicola Sturgeon (our Crst minister) is like a dog with a bone and egotistical at the same time and is always

trying to get one over Boris its a tit for tat game and she isn't letting go of the vaccine passport roll out.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for your incisive analysis!  That puts you on the pinnacle of investigative reporting while bought and paid for

lamestream media wear blinders.  Thanks Top Posters for your intelligent commentary.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At the end of "Two Weeks To Flatten The Curve" it became obvious to anyone paying attention:  * Monsters are Attacking Us, they won't

listen to logic   * Non-compliance and sharing information are our best tools
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beltran
Joined On 11/8/2011 1:23:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will like to say this to every one but not many like to hear it.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cops?  Eh... FireCghters?  I, suppose. Garbage Collectors?  Now you're talking.  Let the sanitation workers give as good as they get.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So far,  my life has not been restricted due to no jab,  here in the UK.  I teach Pilates and have about 25 members in a group.  No problems

there and I teach over 70's. No problem there either. I had an op,  no one asked anything at the hospital or at the GPs.  I play music and

sing in a choir,  we all sing together,  no questions re the jab.   All I can't do is my away but that's probably good for the planet so I don't

really care.  Lots of nice places in the UK.  Jennifer
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your not mying does absolutely nothing for the planet.  I'm glad you don't feel affected, and glad you're on this site, but please,

never neglect your duty to Cght for freedom.  TYIA.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fortywinks, I assure you that the planet is in no way capable of being either grateful or indifferent to whatever you do that you

believe is "good" for it.  SacriCcing yourself in any way by acts of self-denial, or rationalizing deprivations (e.g. freedom to my)

brought about by thuggish human beings "thinking" that it is "good for the earth", or that doing so "beneCts" other people, is

irrational, therefore unhealthy and self-degrading.
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garagekey
Joined On 8/18/2014 2:11:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock12: Thank you for the thoughtful and logical reply.
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sweetlady
Joined On 1/30/2007 5:46:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.commonerlaw.com/welcome1614149136906   The best way to Cght back is to use common law.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The trouble with that is,  that probably when you try to use common law,  they will just shoot you. -Jennifer
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would not put it past our government to infect anti-vaxers. Namely anyone prominent in the movement against the three companies

involved in the current jabs. A very serious reporting of contracts between one provider of vaccines and governments was given a few

days ago. That contract apparently gave rights to violate other provider's rights. What do the other two companies have to say about that

contract? Because, surprise, surprise, sudden silence all the way around concerning that contract. What actions have been Cled in our

courts concerning that contract? Or is it all smokes and mirrors? The effective memory of the American Public as described by

newspapers is three days.

Nothing I know of changes that memory limit except things that constantly remind one of the offensive actions given. Biden's biggest

mistake is depending on that memory lapse. When one has been Cred over the jabs then they do remember in November. Nothing and I

mean nothing will change the mind of Joe Biden about involuntary use of an ineffective way to treat the COVID. I suggest people with

guts are going to have to react and call for his removal along with his VP. As astounding as it appears, perhaps the existing government is

bought and paid for, body and soul. If that happens to be the case, then at least one third of them needs to be removed. One third are up

for election every two years in the house and every six years in the Senate. Massive money changing hands? That has to be reported.

Breaking the monopoly of media not covering things can only happen if everyone in the Congress does something about it. Don't hold

your breathe on that one.
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Back in 2019 I could already see where this was all heading. Because I believe God’s Word, and know the times we are living in. Here is

what I see coming soon: Microsoft and MIT got together to develop the quantum dot tattoo, and this has not been released to the public

yet, but I believe it is the Mark of the Beast, because without it, nobody will be able to buy/sell.  Before this arrives on the scene,

Governments all over the world will enforce various versions of digital passports, until there is a cry for one global passport to become

the standard. This is when they will roll out the above.  The Mark of the beast is a barcode. Whether it looks like a traditional one, or a

square is irrelevant. Whether it’s visible or only visible under ultraviolet light is irrelevant. All barcodes have 666 in them. They are

placeholders at the front, middle and end of each number being identiCed.

This is what’s coming, and the Bible says eternal damnation for everyone who accepts this mark! Mock and scoff all you want. This will

be a decision that will affect everyone for eternity. Don’t dismiss this lightly.  This prophecy was written 2,000 years ago, and is playing

out before our eyes.  Here is a .gov website that will give details as to what’s coming, and I believe to be the Mark of the Beast...

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7532118
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medicalveritas.org/deep-state-coronavirus-jeffrey-epstein-harvard/  The connection between was/is transhumanism
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Seems to me that what America (and all the other wanna be nations) are submersed in, is an expanding catastrophic "Identity" crisis of

not knowing or truly believing what we have become, or who we are as a nation. It's one thing to have lost our collective ability to unify our

ways and means through leadership. Only to have it dissolve daily by the sights and sounds of freedom and liberty escaping like a rush of

water caused from a leak of human integrity, heading down a bottomless drain. When a conglomerate like PCzer has set up a global

syndicated system even without the help of the USA to force unconditional "Assets Hostage" demands and contracts to foreign nations

over a highly probable China Lab enhanced Gnarly Flu Bug that via corruptions and deceit has the power to change the entire world!  We

are indeed living in a 007 James Bond movie so welcome to global reality theater.  The bad guys must be stopped at any and all costs.

We are under a grave threat to implode. Clearly #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH is it?  Like a movie it is World Domination.   History not well

remembered shall be relived.  We have forgotten what we once stood for. Horribly!
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Was this not a Christian Republic for the Crst century and a half? Christian morality and Christian training was part of our public

school system and churches...that were inCltrated and taken over. The SC banned prayer and the Bible from public schools and

brought in the religion of communism and began the indoctrination of our children. Churches caved to denominations and

seminaries promoting new, antichrist theology and eschatology. It was subtle to undermine the authority of scripture and do away

with the core principle of repentance from sin, switching over to "belief" or faith, redeCned by corrupted professors...and Billy

Graham.
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wallguy, that's what happens in a society ran by corrupt politicians and a governments that allow corporations and special interest

 groups to manipulate and dictate policy. Combine that with ZERO transparency and you get all the wild conspiracies and

conspiracy theories that do nothing but divide everyone. This will not get resolved until there is a civil war. The corrupt lifer

politicians will ultimately pay the price in the end. They need to enjoy it while they still can!
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Mass non-compliance will be most effective IF those who are fake-vaxxed join the non-compliance. That means everyone who realizes

they made a mistake by getting vaxxed join the unvaxxed in boycotting all businesses requiring vax or masks including airlines, schools,

grocery stores, etc.   Our freedom is at stake!  We have give too much of our freedom & other rights away, time to take them back! While

at the grocery store here in the Northern Virginia area ~ 95% have masks on!  This is considered a highly educated area of the country.

 Don't people realize masks are of ZERO effect as Fauci originally said in Feb 2020 & they happen to contribute to environmental pollution,

late stage lung cancer and mind control.  Those are all pretty serious things!  Unfortunately it seems that many now equate "education"

with "brain-washing."

I love what Dr. McCullough says on this subject.  He was vaccinated - realized he made a big mistake now he's trying to tell as many

people why.  EVEN people who had adverse reaction to 1st does are considered un-vaxxed.  How crazy can it get! They simply want

everyone to comply!  The message is simple: COMPLY OR DIE.  IF we do comply, bye bye ANY FREEDOM, PRIVACY, ETC. ETC.
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To comply is to sell out your own integrity; your soul or your job, your money or your life. No one can serve two masters. As Christ

said, "You cannot serve God and mammon (riches/money)." When people sell their soul to keep their job, they are serving

mammon. To reclaim their soul, they must repent before God and seek to undo the wrong being perpetrated upon millions.
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In Costa Rica, around 96% of the population are in FAVOR of the GT injections, according to a recent survey 

😒 😒 😒 😒

Good country to

study the impact of propaganda machine
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polls are propaganda.
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Can anyone tell me what platform this James Corbett Report featured in this article can be found?
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Did you try the search Celd on bitchute.com?
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It is sickening on how many companies want to go along with the Marxist / Communist agenda and fake Dr. Fraud-ci and fake president

Biden and they want to shove their crap down our throats, or in our 'arms' so to say? These empty-headed fools are in a world of hurtin' if

they keep it up with this! The American people are not going to put up with this!
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...and yet they are and have. They are using the steamroller method to push down opposition by quick, massive treat of the loss of

your job. Most already serve their god of money, so most have already given in. Yet there is hope from God and repentance from

giving in to evil.
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Dr Mercola, you are right in saying that the politicians are not the source, although they most certainly are obeying orders (hey, those who

blew the atom bomb were "just obeying orders"!) How does it come to be that a single man, without a medical license, becomes the

consultant for global health policy? And how does it happen that TV news anchors consult a computer geek as director of global policy?

www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch  

The Conscious Resistance had a brilliant idea. They organized online joint news coverage to expose Bill Gates, asking bloggers to join in

with comments and create a lively internet hum. Why not organize something similar, ongoing? An idea whose time has come? If we want

to really tackle the serious matters at hand, we have got to dig up the tree by the roots instead of pruning back the branches, which will

only grow back. theconsciousresistance.com/announcing-exposebillgates-global-day-of-ac..  And organize boycotts of anything funded

by Bill Gates. Money talks!
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PS It would be "hot" to ask new doctors to speak out. Doctors are increasingly disgusted. Consider asking retired physicians to

speak out, Crst. They have no license to lose. Get the underground media on board to interview them, and cross post here to this

forum. Do the same with retired lawyers. Word will spread!
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NYC had that smell of garbage a few years ago when I drove by.  I can't imagine it now...........along with all the rats.
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I think it comes down to if I am prepared to uphold your right to take a vaccine are you prepared to uphold my right to not take it? Are you

fair minded? But on what grounds might be asked? If ever did come that day where natural health was public health and vaccines the

alternative one could argue that the development of adaptive immunity(vaccines) alone is numerically not superior to the combined

development of innate and adaptive immunity created by a wild virus. So looking superCcially at vaccines as a panacea misdirects people

from understanding what immune system short, medium and long term is being encouraged.

We should really look at what vaccines are doing in terms of the type of immune system we are developing.In this world where natural

health was public health other therapeutics may be developed that encouraged not half an immune system but the entire immune system

so that we take full advantage of the human biology to handle any situation. The vulnerable would still be protected using the same and

different strategies that would have less of a need to be inmuenced by commercial greed and the sacriCcing of lives, one's

professionalism and soul.
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Everyone that is getting Cred for not being vaccinated will be replaced with the people coming over the border that will not be required to

be vaccinated
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www.newsweek.com/how-fauci-fooled-america-opinion-1643839  Extra, extra, read all about it! An epidemiologist, biostatistician, and

Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School, and a  Professor of Health Policy at Stanford University School of Medicine wrote an

article printed by Newsweek, about how Fauci got it wrong in this scamdemic. They both fully agree with Dr Mercola about natural

immunity and other talking points.Dr Mercola, you are in excellent company and are not a lone voice! Let’s hope more and more have the

courage to speak out, but it seems that enough doctors are becoming disgusted and more and more are speaking up. My prediction is

that the numbers will only increase, over time! Watch and see.

The jab mandates are only going to backCre, with people turning from mainstream to natural medicine, as a direct result of all of these

mandates. www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/breakthrough-infection-study-suggests-jab..    Dept of Defense study of 5.6 million Medicare

beneCciaries 65 and older, shows large numbers of breakthrough infections and deaths post-vaccine, which do not account for those who

had side effects in absence of COVID and/or who had been inoculated only 14 days ago or less. The DOD’s study is being taken down due

to the fact that it does not underscore the vaccine agenda, but this article links a site that still posts it.

citizenfreepress.com/.../epic-speech-for-freedom    powerful speech by EU Parliament member on behalf of vaccine freedom and why

she will never be coerced. Outspoken, brave and to the point!  www.vaxtestimonies.org/en    testimonies by vaccine injured, getting the

word out there.
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The next step is the crack downs on those who refuse to submit. How many will fall when they get their bank accounts frozen and they

can’t pay their bills or taxes? They’ll lose their debt free house to taxes owed because they can’t pay up. Where does their organic food

supply go then? Or stores of food and water? We need to organize NOW to get our community together. The Cred and laid off police and

military... they need to gather together across the nation. We need experienced men and women who have this experience to help train

the rest of us and gather us into a cohesive corps to Cght and become the resistance on a different level when that time comes to Cght.

 We are facing the end of our choices, folks. We’ve been warned this take over was coming since Roosevelt. Those who survived Nazi

Germany, fascist regimes, and communism have spoken loudly. Their words have, up to now, fallen on deaf ears. The end of the planned

deadline has been reached. That’s why it was called Agenda 21...
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all1116,

Consider how people coped and survived after airstrikes during WWII, or civil wars, destroyed their houses and most or all of their

possessions (money, clothing, mementos, etc.), and killed their loved ones. They either nearly lost, or completely lost, everything

and everyone they had owned and loved.

Government operators and their legalized goons squads can expropriate everything form you; yet you still are alive. You can think.

You can wait. You can plot and scheme ways, alone or with others, to protect and defend yourself, to regain and rebuild what you

lost, and protect it in ways that prevent government from robbing it from you again.
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I have NOT taken any prescription or OTC medicines for many years. I most likely would have brought my blood pressure down with

natural methods. Like I have recovered during past years from dozens, dozens, other symptoms, conditions & unknown chronic illnesses. 

For months I thought I was going to die. What is suspicious is that all my medical experts could only diagnose, or misdiagnose, my visible

symptoms but no causes. Recently, I started taking TWO different kinds of prescription blood pressure pills.  The the Crst one sent my

blood pressure so high that I ended in ER.

The second kind made me briemy pass out, and I ended up in the ER again, because my wife had called there via her wrist Alert bottom.

This is very suspicious! While I was regaining my consciousness sitting on the moor, an EMT said to me, "You have pneumonia." I asked

"What?;" he answered, "You have Covid pneumonia!" I  thought "you are full of xhit."  Still sitting on the moor, I saw him out of my fog put a

long-stick cotton swab into my nostrils! The EMT personnel loaded me on a gurney and hauled me off to the ER. Again.

Into a hospital; from there into "Rehabilitation Center."  Its building was being greatly expanded and its manager told me that they were a

expecting a lot of patients. That building must have been two hundred feet long, had a long dark very wide hallway down its middle, with

patient room doors reset in coves on both sides.

I do not have time to describe more of my incarceration, my treatments while I kept pacing my room like a cage tiger for a little more than

a week.  I was injected with  "antibiotics" & several shots of "blood thinner." I was convinced that I did not need those because I was doing

well physically and emotionally. During my daily physical therapy sessions there my blood pressure was normal & oxygen, O2%, ranged

from 93 - 97% WITHOUT PILLS. I received lowest-cost type semi-cold "food" and re-warmed coffee of such low quality I had never seen

anywhere.
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Sounds like St. Francis Hospital in Bartlett, TN.
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Sounds Like Baptist Memorial Hospital in East Memphis, TN
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Sounds like Jefferson Regional Hospital in Pine Bluff, Arkansas
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I provide holistic mental healthcare services online using nutrition and supplements, with barter and sliding scale for anyone in need.

Nobody turned away. Hopenotdope.ca. We all have to give what we can.
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I am scared to death because indont do well with anything synthetic and any shots. I had 20+ years of mu shots i believe wrecked me. I

had testing done and I have worst detoxing genes ( mthfr homo) I physically can't do:(((
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wwalkerware you are so right and so sweet, sadly there is no work for the young, imagine the old like me. I have never worried about

people's religions, colour, creed, different nationalities, etc, we are all  people. Perhaps one day it will happen, I will be gone, but I am very

happy that I had terriCc parents,  hubby all gone, I had a beautiful life, so, I am thankful, I got 2 grand sons 10 and 12. they won't be able to

compare the then and the now, to them this is all they know. My daughter 45 can, many times she talks about  what a wonderful life she

had..she is not vaxxed either, home schooling the boys and hanging in there.
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All I know, is when the New York Unions stand up...the government better listen.  I remember the strikes of the 1960’s and 70’s....does

anyone remember the sanitation strike?  There was mountains of rotting trash on the sidewalks of NYC and all the Burroughs.  Now you

have close to 8,000 city police not on the job for they would rather be jobless than take the jab....what type of jungle do you think NYC is

going to turn into?  Some may say get the National Guard out...but they do no police....they are not trained....and what if the National

Guard troops are also refusing the jab?  We will rise and stand together. And folks this is another reason why the 2nd is so important; our

Founding Fathers knew what they were doing.
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"There’s not a nation in the world that can expect to not face vaccine mandates and passports, for the simple reason that the passports

are a foundational part of the new economic control system that is being rolled out."

This seems overly pessimistic to me. Yes, it's certainly a possibility, but the reality of the global power structure is not as black and white

as Corbett often makes it out to be. Just take a look at which countries are the PCzer customers and which ones aren't. That tells you

something. The Chinese and Russian vaxxes may be useless and occasionally lethal, but in terms of medium and long term damage they

are probably not in the same category as the mRNA ones. Thus far we still have 2 1/2 major industrialized countries without vaccine

mandates and corresponding phone apps: Mexico and China, plus about 1/2 the USA. (Some European countries have mip-mopped a few

times on this point, but the precedent has already been set.) That's not a lot, but it's not nothing either. In both Mexico and China it's illegal

to require proof of vaccination to enter a building, be it a school or a restaurant or a subway. In Mexico one does on occasion encounter

such requirements despite the ban, but it is rare. In China all similar attempts have been struck down within 48 hours as illegal. So the

situation is not as uniformly bad as many make it out to be. The struggle continues.
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And to extend this mat earth that has resurfaced, “history repeats itself”, when seeking a local dentist to reattach a crown, I was told “No,

unless we did the original work”!!! Oh goodie, travel 3000 miles to go to the dentist that performed the ‘original work’. Time to restart the

home gardens. 11/03/2021 Be seen, Be heard.
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If people haven't woke up by now .....they will never wake up.....!!!!  I saw it all on the Rockefeller Foundation website in March/April

2020.....I received a link and it showed the whole Corona Plan ......the link got circulated quite a bit and soon they took it off of their

website.....!!!! DO NOT COMPLY....!!!!
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"There’s not a nation in the world that can expect to not face vaccine mandates and passports, for the simple reason that the passports

are a foundational part of the new economic control system that is being rolled out."

This seems overly pessimistic to me. Yes, it's certainly a possibility, but the reality of the global power structure is not as black and white

as Corbett makes it out to be. Just take a look at which countries are the PCzer customers and which ones aren't. That tells you

something. The Chinese and Russian vaxxes may be useless and occasionally lethal, but in terms of medium and long term damage they

are probably not in the same category as the mRNA ones. Moreover, thus far we still have 2 1/2 major industrialized countries without

vaccine mandates and corresponding phone apps: Mexico and China, plus about 1/2 the USA. (Some European countries have

mip-mopped a few times on this point, but the precedent has already been set.) That's not a lot, but it's not nothing either. In both Mexico

and China it's illegal to require proof of vaccination to enter a building, be it a school or a restaurant or a subway. In Mexico one does on

occasion encounter such requirements despite the ban, but it is rare. In China all similar attempts have been struck down within 48 hours

as illegal. So the situation is not as uniformly bad as many make it out to be. The struggle continues.
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Yup If we keep going down the road we are on We will get there , straight off the cliff... Resist and rebel or we all go to hell...
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Why isn’t anyone in the conservative at least media, talking about what’s in the Covid vaccine?  I read both patents and the Crst states in

the Summary of the Invention numerous examples of embodiments of the vaccine using the term “tracking” of individuals in each

example. The second patent discloses the presence of magnetic nanoparticles. I refuse to allow this poison  into my body! We must

stand for what is right and refuse this evil.
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Because no one knows what is in them. As long as they have EUA status, the pharmaceutical companies are not required to to

release all the ingredients. They have voluntarily released some of the ingredients in these vaccines like Polyethylene-Glycol, but

we will probably never know what is in these.
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I guess the "Left" is really getting even for all you "Deplorables" who voted for Trump. The "Elites" don't give a damn what happens to you.

None of this bullshit applies to them. Imagine them in their 25,000 square foot mansions opening their morning propaganda rags and

ROFL at the pandemonium and chaos. The Joker lives.

🤡
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emfcommunity.com/breaking-radiation-sickness-nukes-250k-cell-tower-wor..  emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity

 DARPA is out to kill ya,DARPA’s 5G End Game For Humanity
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Wake Up world......this Covod SCAM is 5G---RFPoisoning...  Radiation Sickness Nukes 250K Cell Tower Workers >>  

 emfcommunity.com/breaking-radiation-sickness-nukes-250k-cell-tower-wor..
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Trees fall in the forest and yet we use loo paper like it is going out of fashion.
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I have deep respect for both you, Dr Mercola and Mikki Willis. However I was a little disappointed to learn that both of you are involved in

altcoins instead of just bitcoin, which is the only truly decentralised "cryptocurrency" that provides freedom and sovereignty to the people,

especially in this extraordinarily challenging period of human history. I hope you will eventually get to spend some time learning in depth

from bitcoin maximalists such as Saifeddean Ammous, Robert Breedlove, Max Keiser etc. In the meantime, I am eternally grateful for the

important work you both have done for humanity.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 2:32:36 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Years of Bond, James Bond, the name's James, and Hollywood, have attenuated us to media rather than living and direct experience of

the world. We, and our children, live largely second-hand, neither fully involved nor detached. Obeying the messages sent through every

possible medium…..we talk and even dream of change, and yet stay the same. Trees fall in the forest, and yet we use loo paper like it is

going out of fashion. It is time we learnt to understand, to understand what lies beneath, and to re-experience real emotion not just by

watching it on the television (the “opiate of the masses”) but by living not vicariously, but truthfully.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 12:48:16 AM
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cat7597
Joined On 9/11/2015 12:00:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my country hundreds of people are dying every day by Covid and more than 90% of them are not vaccinated. What is then the solution?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 6:49:07 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take Vit-D (3000 IU/day), Vit-C (1000 mg/day), Quercetin (250mg/day), Zinc  (40 mg/day), melatonin (6 mg/day), and Nigella

Sativa (black cumin seed) (40 mg/kg of body weight a day). Nigella Sativa is a substitute for Ivermectin, assuming you can't get

Ivermectin. If you live in a high risk area then Ivermectin is a must. You take 0.2mg per kg of body weight twice a week. It should

be taken with or immediately following a meal. All of this can be found here:

covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FLCCC-Alliance-I-MA..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/2/2021 9:42:52 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is WAY better than oral Vit-D, Vit-C, and Zinc supplements is REAL FOOD! One 4oz serving of wild Alaskan Sockeye Salmon

contains 1100 IU of Vit-D.  The best part about it is ALL of it is bioavailable. Most vit-D supplements pass right through you. In

order to absorb Vit-D there has to be fatty acids present. That's the beauty of salmon. One 4oz serving of salmon has between

1,000 and 1,700 mg of Omega-3 fatty acids.
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1,000 and 1,700 mg of Omega-3 fatty acids.

Your digestive system can make its own fatty acids by eating fat. Bile acids will be excreted by the gallbladder to break down these

fats into fatty acids. These fatty acids will be absorbed and act like a transporter for the vit-D. It's much more e]cient just to eat

Salmon. For Zinc, all you need is one 4 ounce serving of Oysters! One 4oz serving of oysters contains 45mg of BIOAVAILABLE

ZINC! Sockeye Salmon also contains Zinc. While providing that 1,100 IU of Vit-D, it also provides 1mg of Zinc. That's a far cry from

45mg that oysters provide, but every little bit helps. Just like Vit-D, most of the zinc in zinc supplements just pass right straight

through you.

High quality protein is required to absorb zinc through the intestines. The enzymes that break-down/digest protein into

amino-acids are responsible for zinc absorption. So the key word here is ACID. You need bile/fatty and amino acids for proper

absorption of Vit-D and Zinc. Ivermectin, Hydroxychloriquine, Quercetin, and Nigella Sativa all act as Zinc-ionophores. Raising

blood serum zinc levels is OK, but it needs to be absorbed into cellular tissues to be effective at killing viruses. Zinc ionophores

make this happen. Zinc is one of the strongest antivirals on the planet. By eating a healthy diet that contains high levels of protein,

fat, vit-D, and zinc you can prevent getting ill from Flu, Cold, and SARS viruses. As for Vit-C, it appears it is readily absorbed no

matter what the source is. So supplementation works just Cne.
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In other words, the vaccines do NOTHING to address the real things that are making people sick. Malnutrition is the #1 cause of all

diseases. Drugs and vaccines can only treat the symptoms. Neither are effective at treating all the symptoms. In many cases a

vaccine that protects you from one virus makes you more susceptible to another virus. This is the "robbing Peter to pay Paul"

effect. Because you are malnourished, any medical intervention created by Big Pharma to treat a condition/infection/disease is

going to cause problems somewhere else.

This is when you get sicker. Medications and vaccines deplete the body of even more nourishments. Therefore you have even

more health problems and diseases. It is a domino effect that never gets corrected until you stop getting vaccinated and you throw

all meds in the trash. Here's an example of a vaccine for the mu increasing your chances of getting coronavirus infections. Notice

the date of this study was done before COVID-19! www.disabledveterans.org/2020/03/11/mu-vaccine-increases-coronavirus-..  

Here's a study that shows that annual mu vaccinations increases the risks of getting type-2 diabetes:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1114674  So by taking the mu vaccine every year you have DRAMATICALLY increased your risk of

catching, getting sick from, and DYING from a coronavirus. If you are type-2 diabetic you are Insulin Resistant. Everyone who is

insulin resistant is already in a state of chronic inmammation and low vit-D. The only way to Cx that is by eating the same foods

listed above for preventing getting sick from Sars-Cov-2 and all other viruses. Vaccines only compound the underlying conditions

that make you vulnerable to the viruses in the Crst place.
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There's another mu vaccine study that says back-to-back (annual) mu vaccines actually INCREASE your odds of catching the mu. I'll

look that one up later and put it on here. It came from observing the 2009/10 mu pandemic. Doctors were noticing an increase in

Swine Flu infection rates among those who got vaccinated in 2009 and 2010. Both years contained the exact same mu strains.

Most of the people catching the mu in 2010 were the people that got jabbed in 2009 and 2010. So they did a controlled study on

this in 2014 and sure enough they proved their theory. In conclusion, they recommended NOT getting a mu vaccine every year.

Instead, they recommended getting jabbed when there is a spike in cases which is every 3 to 5 years.
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"crickets"......I hope I was of help......you are welcome
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Hollis2
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Hello everyone.  This is my Crst time posting, though I have been following these incredibly helpful comments for quite a while.  I NEED

HELP!  I'm facing, as a remote university staff worker, losing my job over the federal workers mandate and am submitting a medical

exemption request.  Dr. Mercola mentions a list thatA variety of legal resources can be found on The Corbett Report’s September Open

Thread by HomeRemedySupply that he sayscontains a long list of resources, including vaccine exemption documents, but I don't see it.

 CAN ANYONE DIRECT ME TO INFO ON PREPARING A MEDICAL EXEMPTION REQUEST?   Thanks so much!
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Please check out the website of Aaron Siri, the lead attorney for CHD. Apparently he has information posted to help you decide

how to proceed. Feedback I got was at least one - someone else used his information late last week.
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RampagingManatee
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There is no legitimate mandate.  Tell them it's a violation of common sense and the Nuremberg Code, to force (coerce, entice,

trick, incentify, or other) you to take part in medical experimentation.  None of the Covid shots are FDA approved including the

yet-to-exist Comirnaty.  All are being given under EUA and Phase 3 Clinical Trial.  It's been a censored disaster of failure, death, and

illness where mass vaccination has occurred and it appears a worse disaster ahead as long-term effects materialize.  You could

add:  the concept itself, and the fact we have to have this discussion is ludicrous!  Sue the %@$^ out of them if you have to.  Liberty

Counsel lc.org might help too.
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Hollis2, Just leave. Medical exemptions will soon be denied, as have the other exemptions.  Don't stay and play this stupid game.

Don't waste your time trying to reason with them. They are willfully unreachable. It is time for you to shrug, Atlas. Just leave.
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for do it yourself forms.......jabupdate.com/#theexemptions      mykidschoice.com    americaoutloud.com      forunitedsolutions.org

thehealthyamerican.org (Peggy Hall's co)        opensourcetruth.com       For legal help.....     Liberty Counsel   lc.org

LibertyInstitute.org    Advocates for Faith and Freedom    National Legal Foundation    American Center for Law & Justice  Center

for Law and Religious Freedom
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Resistance should have started several decades ago, and it doesn't start and end in the streets. The huge red mag has been mying since

1984 (does the year ring a bell? the monsters like to play with numbers...), when Congress ruled that "vaccines are inherently unsafe," so

manufacturers must be exempt from ANY liability, apparently, even after lying about their products. After that, anybody who believes that

the latest injections (the most lethal among all of them) are good for them, need their heads to be examined (probably by a mechanic, not

a butcher called "doctor") to check if they are screwed on right.

Chances are the Vietnam War was ended by those who refused to submit. The numbers grew embarrassingly high, including celebrities

like Ali. Only FULL non-compliance can save America now:  Abandon the manipulators' terminology. It is not a "mask," but a harmful

torture and submission device, a muzzle. It is not a "test," but a poisonous, dangerous, and humiliating intervention that trains people into

compliance. It is not a "vaccine," but a lethal injection or a Kill Shot. And refuse all three, all the time, no matter what.
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Yes, we should have...but we have become comfortable with two three cars, bigger homes, larger mortgages, most cannot see

ourselves with less stuff and more freedom.  We barter ourselves into this corner...but we will Cght ourselves the way out.  But

people we have to change education of our children...we have to from kindergarten into college...the socialists and communists

have done a great job in creating the dumbing down of children minds.  And I do say until the system has changed....homeschool.

 And help those who are homeschooling..
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in the absence of moral and ethical religious leadership, I have launched my website https://www.reverence4all.life   "to provide a

non-denominational Personal Beliefs response to unethical medical mandates, coercion, bullying, sanctions & discrimination, declaring

Equal Respect for all forms of life, saying NO! to Genetic Engineering, saying NO! to harvesting & cloning fetal cells, saying NO! to animal

testing, and saying YES! to Health Freedom of Choice.” A Personal Beliefs Declaration is available for all who share these principles to

download, sign and retain as their documentary evidence, if and when needed, of their Personal Belief rights and grounds for exemption.

 On-topic additional material for the website will be welcome (please message via the site) Thank you.
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what is this????  Nancy Reagan started the "Just say 'NO"  ....and the earths governments  still bombed and slaughtered millions

for "Peace N Freedom" ....DARPA  still made Directed energy Weapons  to kill people and distroy building and cities  ...still had race

riots and now Vacc Vs Unvacc......soon to be another 'problem'
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yeah.......50 years ago they locked up  Pot smokers and having a bag of pot was a live in prison sentence.....today  ya can walk into

the PotShop and buy bags of joints and hemp oils and electric brownies ..and ya have to pay the TAXES.....LOL  ...and Nancy kept

screaming "Just say NO"........ BUT....5G is gonna cook you and you family
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See the much bigger picture  ... www.theusmilitarynews.com ! On there you will see the daily video GCR ( Global Currency Reset)

update ! This is the real take down from those who are really in charge! Take their money and you win which of course for those

who know is what is happening in China and the CCP!
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Oh My God.!!!!    another NASTY  Mutation....       www.youtube.com/watch
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Christmas  is coming...  >>>     www.youtube.com/watch
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www.youtube.com/watch
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The word is vaccinated, not "jabbed".
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The reason we call these jabs is because up until about a year ago the mRNA jabs could not be called a vaccine. Vaccines are

supposed to PREVENT diseases caused by infection from viruses and other pathogens. From the beginning, it was made clear that

these jabs do not prevent infection or any disease that follows the infection. Therefore, they couldn't be called a vaccine. So the

CDC conveniently redeCnes what constitutes a vaccine. www.citizensjournal.us/the-cdc-suddenly-changes-the-deCnition-of-vacc..

The old-school vaccines were either attenuated, dead, proteins ,or fragments of a virus that could no longer cause disease, but

your immune system would have an immune response to them. When infected with the live virus your immune system would

correlate this virus to one of the 4 versions of the vaccine and neutralize the virus. These mRNA jabs have nothing in common with

those original vaccines. By deCnition, these mRNA jabs are therapeutics, not vaccines.
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Actually, the word is poisoned not "vaccinated". Jabbed is British.
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its injected or injections not vaccinated
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garagekey, Since the "vaccines" are not actual vaccines, i.e. they do not make one immune, they do vaccinate anyone who receives

them. Therefore, the concept "vaccinated" does not apply to them. It is a commission of the Fallacy of the Stolen Concept to refer

to them as vaccines.
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CUE 2:02 On 1st Video - Female speaker was AMAZING! Everything we’ve been talking about the vaccine - she said out loud at this

protest in NYC by NYPD, FireCghters, Paramedics, & Sanitation Workers
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Not sure what 1st video you are referring to.
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Please can we have an article on survival tactics, from mental (meditation) to food and preparedness?
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Pipeline, it's all here, read, re-read, comprehend and ACT.  Survival will come easily once you begin to ACT.  Or not, in such an event,

 saylavie non amie
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Yes, pipblanc. I would also love to see an article on survival…. I was a “Girl Scout “- lol, but I’m afraid I fall short on real survival

skills. I’ve planted lemon & pomegranate trees and many vegetables in the garden, also have stored household items & freeze

dried food items, but need a lot of help!
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This is NOT a vaccine ... even the original virus was simply a way of getting the majority blindly accepting untested vile medication ! This

is exposing what happens when you allow within a society a few to take a collective 80% of the worlds wealth ...when we allow multiple

$trillionaires ... they end up controlling us and our countries and the planet ! Now these criminal banking families have been bribing

politicians , inseminating royalty etc ...and now are not satisCed with that 80% they want total ownership of the planet and control over

whoever is left after the depopulation exercise that is ongoing...even electric cars are part of that ( electricity emits cancer causing

radiation) ... in simple terms we are being attacked and exterminated by the super rich because they can ... we allowed that !

Sadly for them some very clever people have spent decades planning and working out how to take them down and its really laughably

simple ...deny them their stolen money and THAT is whats happening via a completely new Financial System called Quantum! We stop

their agenda pushing through a completely new Starlink satellite system...all the old media satellites are being destroyed! the take down

is ongoing and the huge mass arrests continue globally ...expect an empty Hollywood , Washington boarded up and no longer the Capital

...America is a Republic of its people again ! Big Pharma WILL be destroyed along with its teaching that they and only they can treat you

their factories will be on Cre and the heads arrested and dealt with ... those same trillionaires own the drug companies ,own the

regulatory agencies , the WHO and continue their sick laboratory work of playing with the most dangerous infections creating sickness

and death ... they have for decades been promoting a drug cartel that aimed only to limit life and ensure early death ...there is no reason

humans cannot live well for 150 years or more! These people are done with and their puppets will follow !
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And.............?   now what?  all you stated are well known.....now add DARPA  '

emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity  5G End Game For Humanity"   5G is launching on Friday in 20 cities and

towns      emfcommunity.com/bt-5g-is-launching-on-friday-in-20-cities-and-towns/   5G is Directed Energy Weapons......I been tell

thuis room this same thing for over 2 years
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Dr Mercola's text says: They’re foot soldiers for unnamed, unelected globalists, which is why Cghting in the political arena is unlikely to

eliminate this threat over the long term. The unnamed are Kenites = Sons of Cain = the Crst murderer = the son by Satan and Eve from the

Garden of Eden. Cain and Abel were fraternal twins. Two eggs twins. They have different dads by the same mother. Their genealogies are

separated in Gen 4 respectively Gen 5. The Kenites rule this earth age by permission from the Living God YHVH . God is using them as a

testing tool to sift out all evil people so we can get rid of them at the judgement day. Go to Are You Lied To About The Bible for full

explanation.
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Just a quick response to whoever posted that David Icke .pdf Cle the other day. After reading portions of that document, it’s painfully

obvious to me that David Icke is teaching doctrines of demons. He mixes in a lot of truth, but the overall message is anti-Christ. Whether

he is purposely deceiving his readers, or David himself has just believed these lies, is irrelevant.  You either believe the Bible is The Truth,

or you don’t. David doesn’t believe. Therefore, he has no foundation to stand on, and has wasted his life looking for answers in all the

wrong places.  The world isn’t millions of years old, we were not created from Annunaki, and lizard shape shifting people among us aren’t

aliens from another planet. They have always been here, they are fallen angels. See Genesis chapter 6.

Utter the name of Jesus in the presence of anything supernatural and evil, and you will quickly see what these things really are, and who

really holds the power. I could spend hours picking apart David’s book chapter by chapter, but honestly don’t have the time or energy. I

would however engage with anyone who sincerely has been led astray by this man, and is genuinely interested in the truth.   Now the

Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils;

speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron; forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats,

which God hath created to be received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the truth. For every creature of God is good, and

nothing to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving: for it is sanctiCed by the word of God and prayer. 1 Timothy 4:1-5
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We are witnessing and experiencing a push for global communism, using the pandemic to take control of people's lives and forcing them

to obey. I agree that mass civil disobedience is vital. Even more important, but a key part of civil disobedience to tyranny is submission

and repentance toward God and His Son. As one takes up the cross to follow Jesus Christ, they will be impressed to stand against all evil

in society and do what is good and right in the eyes of God - not Joe the antichrist Biden.
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Amen!
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